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abstract:
We investigate questions related to the notion of traffics introduced in [8] as a noncommu-
tative probability space with numerous additional operations and equipped with the notion
of traffic independence. We prove that any sequence of unitarily invariant random matrices
that converges in noncommutative distribution converges in distribution of traffics when-
ever it fulfills some factorization property. We provide an explicit description of the limit
which allows to recover and extend some applications (on the freeness from the transposed
ensembles [12] and the freeness of infinite transitive graphs [1]). We also improve the theory
of traffic spaces by considering a positivity axiom related to the notion of state in noncom-
mutative probability. We construct the free product of spaces of traffics and prove that
it preserves the positivity condition. This analysis leads to our main result stating that
every noncommutative probability space endowed with a tracial state can be enlarged and
equipped with a structure of space of traffics.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivations for traffics
Thanks to the fundamental work of Voiculescu [15], it is now understood that noncommutative
probability is a good framework for the study of large random matrices. Here are two important
considerations which sum up the role of noncommutative probability in the description of the
macroscopic behavior of large random matrices:
1. A large class of families of random matrices AN P MN pCq converge in noncommutative
distribution as N tends to 8 (in the sense that the normalized trace of any polynomial in
the matrices converges).
2. If two independent families of random matrices AN and BN converge separately in non-
commutative distribution and are invariant in law when conjugating by a unitary matrix,
then the joint noncommutative distribution of the family AN YBN converges as well. More-
over, the joint limit can be described from the separate limits thanks to the relation of free
independence introduced by Voiculescu.
In [8, 9, 10], it was pointed out that there are cases where other important macroscopic con-
vergences occur in the study of large random matrices and graphs. The notion of noncommutative
probability is too restrictive and should be generalized to get more information about the limit in
large dimension. This is precisely the motivation to introduce the concept of space of traffics, which
comes together with the notion of distribution of traffics and the notion of traffic independence:
it is a non-commutative probability space where one can consider not only the usual operations of
algebras, but also more general n-ary operations called graph operations. We will introduce those
concept in details, but let us first describe the role of traffics enlightened in [8] for the description
of large N asymptotics of random matrices:
1. A large class of families of random matrices AN P MN pCq converge in distribution of traffics
as N tends to8 (in the sense that the normalized trace of any graph operation in the matrices
converges).
2. If two independent families of random matrices AN and BN converge separately in distribu-
tion of traffics, satisfy a factorization property and are invariant in law when conjugating by
a permutation matrix, then the joint distribution of traffics of the family AN YBN converges
as well. Moreover, the joint limit can be described from the separate limits thanks to the
relation of traffic independence introduced in [8].
In general, asymptotic traffic independence is different than Voiculescu’s notion. Nevertheless,
they coincide if one family has the same limit in distribution of traffics as a family of random
matrices invariant in law by conjugation by any unitary matrix. We now present our main results
in the three next subsections.
1.2 Distribution of traffics of random matrices
Let us first describe how we encode new operations on space of matrices. For all K ě 0, a K-graph
operation is a connected graph g with K oriented and ordered edges, and two distinguished vertices
(one input and one output, not necessarily distinct). The set G of graph operations is the set of
all K-graph operations for all n ě 0. A K-graph operation g has to be thought as an operation
that accepts K objects and produces a new one.
For example, it acts on the space MN pCq of N by N complex matrices as follows. For each
K-graph operation g P G, we define a linear map Zg : MN pCq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b MN pCq Ñ MN pCq (or
equivalently a K-linear map on MN pCqK) in the following way. Denoting by V the vertices of g,
by pv1, w1q, . . . , pvK , wKq the ordered edges of g, and by Ek,l the matrix unit pδikδjlqNi,j“1 P MN pCq,
we set, for all Ap1q, . . . , ApKq P MN pCq,
ZgpAp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bApKqq “
ÿ
k:VÑt1,...,Nu
´
A
p1q
kpw1q,kpv1q ¨ ¨ ¨A
pKq
kpwKq,kpvKq
¯
¨ Ekpoutq,kpinq.
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Following [13], we can think of the linear map CN Ñ CN associated to ZgpAp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ApKqq as
an algorithm, where we are feeding a vector into the input vertex and then operate it through the
graph, each edge doing some calculation thanks to the corresponding matrix Apiq, and each vertex
acting like a logic gate, doing some compatibility checks. Those operations encode naturally the
product of matrices, but also other natural operations, like the Hadamard (entry-wise) product
pA,Bq ÞÑ A˝B, the real transpose A ÞÑ At or the degree matrix degpAq “ diagpřNj“1Ai,jqi“1,...,N .
Starting from a family A “ pAjqjPJ of random matrices of size N ˆ N , the smallest algebra
closed by the adjointness and by the action of the K-graph operations is the space of traffics
generated byAN . The distribution of traffics ofAN is the data of the noncommutative distribution
of the matrices which are in the space of traffics generated by AN . More concretely, it is the
collection of the quantities
1
N
E
”
Tr
`
ZgpA1j1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAKjK q
˘ı
for all K-graph operations g P G, indices j1, . . . , jK P J and labels 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K P t1, ˚u. Those
quantities appear quite canonically in investigations of random matrices and have been first con-
sidered in [13]. The following theorem shows that the unitarily invariance is sufficient to deduce
the convergence in distribution of traffics from the convergence in ˚-distribution.
Theorem 1.1. For all N ě 1, let AN “ pAjqjPJ be a family of random matrices in MN pCq. We
assume
1. The unitary invariance: for all N ě 1 and all U P MN pCq which is unitary, UANU˚ :“
pUAjU˚qjPJ and AN have the same law.
2. The convergence in ˚-distribution of AN : for all indices j1, . . . , jK P J and labels 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K P
t1, ˚u, the quantity p1{NqErTrpA1j1 ¨ ¨ ¨AKjK qs converges.
3. The factorization property: for all ˚-monomials m1, . . . ,mk, we have the following conver-
gence
lim
NÑ8E
„
1
N
Tr pm1pAN qq ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
N
Tr pmkpAN qq

“ lim
NÑ8E
„
1
N
Tr pm1pAN qq

¨ ¨ ¨ lim
NÑ8E
„
1
N
Tr pmkpAN qq

.
Then, AN converges in distribution of traffics: for all K-graph operation g P G, indices j1, . . . , jK P
J and labels 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K P t1, ˚u, the following quantity converges
1
N
E
”
Tr
`
ZgpA1j1 b . . .bAKjK q
˘ı
.
It has to be noticed that a similar result about the convergence of observables related to traffic
distributions, for unitarily invariant random matrices, is also proved independently by Gabriel in
[6]. More generally, the framework developed by Gabriel in [5, 6, 4] is related to the framework
of traffic, and will certainly lead to further investigations in order to understand the precise link
between both theories.
In practice, the limit of the distribution of traffic of AN depends explicitely on the limit of the
noncommutative ˚-distribution of AN . For example, a recent result of Mingo and Popa [12] tells
that for all sequence of unitarily invariant random matrices AN the family AtN of the transposes of
AN has the same noncommutative ˚-distribution as AN and is asymptotically freely independent
with AN (under assumptions stronger than those of Theorem 1.1 that also imply the asymptotic
free independence of second order). Thanks to the description of the limiting distribution of traffics
of unitarily invariant matrices, we will get that for a family AN “ pAjqjPJ as in Theorem 1.1, AN ,
AtN and degpAN q are asymptotically free independent, as well as AN bAN :“ pAj b Aj1qj,j1PJ ,
degpAN bAN q and their transpose.
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1.3 Spaces of traffics and their free product
Recall that a non commutative probability space is a pair pA,Φq, where A is unital algebra and Φ is
a trace, that is a unital linear form on A such that Φpabq “ Φpbaq for any a, b P A. A ˚-probability
space is a non commutative probability space equipped with an anti-linear involution ¨˚ satisfying
pabq˚ “ b˚a˚ and such that Φ is a state, that is Φpa˚aq ě 0 for any a P A.
The ˚-distribution of a family a of elements of A is the linear form Φa : P ÞÑ Φ
`
P paq˘
defined for non commutative polynomials in elements of a and their adjoint. The convergence in
˚-distribution of a sequence aN is the pointwise convergence of ΦaN .
In [8], the notion of space of traffics was defined in an algebraic framework as a non-commutative
probability space pA, τq, with a collection of K-linear map indexed by the K-graph operations in
a consistent way. It allows to consider the additional operations for matrices as the Hadamard
(entry-wise) product, or the real transpose for non commutative random variables, and hopefully
will lead to new probabilistic investigations in the general theory of quantum probability theory.
More precisely, the set of graph operation G can be endowed naturally with a structure of operad,
and we say that the operad G acts on a vector space A if to each K-graph operation g P G, there
is a linear map
Zg : Ab ¨ ¨ ¨ bAloooooomoooooon
K times
Ñ A
(or equivalently a K-ary multilinear operation) subject to some requirements of compatibility (see
Definition 2.2).
In Definition 2.8 of Section 2, we go further defining a space of traffics as a ˚-probability space
pA, τq on which acts the graph operations G, with two additional properties: the compatibility of
the involution ¨˚ with graph operations, and a positivity condition on τ which is stronger than
saying that it is a state. Moreover, in Section 3, we define the free product p˚jPJAj , ‹jPJτjq of
a family pAj , τjqjPJ of algebraic spaces of traffics, in such a way that the algebras Aj seen as
subspaces of traffics of ˚jPJAj are traffic independent. The free product of spaces is compatible
with the positivity condition for spaces of traffics, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 1.2. The free product of distributions of traffics satisfies the positivity condition for
spaces of traffics, i.e. the free product of a family of spaces of traffics is well-defined as a space of
traffic.
One may be surprised by this additional positivity condition for spaces of traffics. Let us give
a short explanation. The fact that the traces τj are states is not sufficient to ensure that ‹jPJτj is
a state as well. One has to require a bit more on τj to get the positivity of ‹jPJτj .
A consequence of Theorem 1.2 of conceptual importance is that for any traffic a there exists a
space of traffics that contains a sequence of traffic independent variables distributed as a.
As a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 1.2, we get a new characterization of traffic indepen-
dence (Theorem 3.11) which is much more similar to the usual definition of free independence. We
deduce from it a simple criterion to characterize the free independence of variables assuming their
traffic-independence (proving that the criterion in [8, Corollary 3.5] is actually a characterization
of free independence in that context). An example is a new proof of the free independence of the
spectral distributions of the free product of infinite deterministic graphs [1].
1.4 A canonical lifting from ˚-probability spaces to spaces of traffics
We turn now to our last result, which was the first motivation of this article and whose demonstra-
tion uses both Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. It states that the ˚-probability spaces of Voiculescu
can be enlarged and equipped with the structure of space of traffics. Let us be more explicit. As
explained, Theorem 1.1 in its full form gives a formula of the limiting distribution of traffics which
involves only the limiting noncommutative distribution of the matrices. Replacing in this formula
the limiting noncommutative distribution of matrices by an arbitrary distribution, we obtain a
distribution of traffics which implies the following result. The difficulty consists in proving that
this distribution satisfies the positivity condition.
Theorem 1.3. Let pA,Φq be a ˚-probability space. There exists a space of traffics pB, τq such that
A Ă B as ˚-algebras and such that the trace induced by τ restricted to A is Φ.
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Moreover, the distribution of traffics τ is canonical in the sense that
1. If AN is a sequence of random matrices that converges in ˚-distribution to a P A as N tends
to 8 and verifies the condition of Theorem 1.1, then AN converges in distribution of traffics
to a P B as N tends to 8.
2. Two families a and b P A are freely independent in A if and only if they are traffic indepen-
dent in B.
Remark that, starting from an abelian non-commutative probability space pA,Φq, there exists
another procedure described in [8] which allows to define a space of traffics pB, τq such that A Ă B
as ˚-algebras and such that the state induced by τ on A is Φ, and where two families a and b P A
are tensor independent in A if and only if they are traffic independent in B. In other words, the
free product of space of traffics leads to the tensor product or the free product of the probability
spaces, depending on the way the ˚-distribution and the distribution of traffics of our random
variables are linked.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In section 2 we first recall the definition of
algebraic spaces of traffics and define non-algebraic ones. Then we recall the definition of traffic
independence. In Section 3 we define the free product of spaces of traffics. We state therein the new
characterization of traffic independence and prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we prove Theorem
1.3 on the canonical extension of ˚-probability spaces and Theorem 1.1 on the distribution of
traffics of unitarily invariant matrices.
2 Definitions of spaces of traffics
2.1 G-algebras
We first recall and make more precise the definition of graph operations given in the introduction.
Definition 2.1. For all K ě 0, a K-graph operation is a finite, connected and oriented graph
with K ordered edges, and two particular vertices (one input and one output). The set of K-graph
operations is denoted by GK , and the sequence pGKqKě0 is denoted by G.
A K-graph operation can produce a new graph operation from K different graph operations in
the following way. Let us consider the composition maps
˝ : GK ˆ GL1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLK Ñ GL1`¨¨¨`LK
pg, g1, . . . , gKq ÞÑ g ˝ pg1, . . . , gKq
for K ě 1 and Li ě 0, which consists in replacing the i-th edge of g P GK by the Li-graph operation
gi (which leads at the end to a pL1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` LKq-graph operation). Let also consider the action of
the symmetric group SK on GK by defining g ˝ σ to be the K-graph operation g where the edges
are reordered according to σ P SK (if e1, . . . , eK are the ordered edges of g, eσ´1p1q, . . . , eσ´1pKq are
the ordered edges in gσ).
We introduce some important graph operations for later use:
• the constant 0 “ p¨q P G1 which consists in one vertex and no edges,
• the identity I “ p¨ Ð ¨q P G1 which consists in two vertices and one edge from the input to
the output,
• the product p¨ 1Ð ¨ 2Ð ¨q P G1 which consists in three vertices and two successive edges from
the input to the output,
• the Hadamard product h, which consists in two vertices and two edges from the input to the
output,
• the diagonal ∆, which consists in one vertex and one edge,
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• the degree deg “ Ò¨, which consists in two vertices, where one is the input and the output,
and an edge from the input/output to the other vertex.
Endowed with those composition maps and the action of the symmetric groups, the sequence
G “ pGKqKě0 is an operad, in the sense that it satisfies
1. the identity property g ˝ pI, . . . , Iq “ g “ I ˝ g,
2. the associativity property
g ˝ `g1 ˝ pg1,1, . . . , g1,k1q, . . . , gK ˝ pgK,1, . . . , gK,kK q˘
“ `g ˝ pg1, . . . , gKq˘ ˝ pg1,1, . . . , g1,k1 , . . . , gK,1, . . . , gK,kK q
3. the equivariance properties pg ˝ piq ˝ pgpi´1p1q, . . . , gpi´1pKqq “ g ˝ pg1, . . . , gKq; and g ˝ pg1 ˝
σ1, . . . , gK ˝ σKq “
`
g ˝ pg1, . . . , gKq
˘ ˝ pσ1 ˆ . . .ˆ σKq.
Let us now define how a K-graph operation can produce a new element from K elements of a
vector space in a linear way.
Definition 2.2. An action of the operad G “ pGKqKě0 on a vector space A is the data, for all
K ě 0 and g P GK , of a linear map Zg : Ab ¨ ¨ ¨ bAloooooomoooooon
K times
Ñ A such that
1. ZI “ IdA,
2. Zg ˝ pZg1 b . . .b ZgK q “ Zg˝pg1,...,gKq,
3. Zgpa1 b . . .b aKq “ Zg˝σpaσ´1p1q b . . .b aσ´1pKqq
whenever all the objects and compositions are well-defined. By convention, for the graph 0 with a
single vertex and no edge, Z0 is a map C Ñ A. We denote I “ Z0p1q and call it the unit of A.
A vector space on which acts G is called a G-algebra. A G-subalgebra is a subvector space of a G
algebra stable by the action of G. A G-morphism between two G-algebras A and B is a linear map
f : AÑ B such that f`Zgpa1, . . . , aKq˘ “ Zg`fpa1q, . . . , fpaKq˘ for any K-graph operation g and
a1, . . . , aK P A.
Remark 2.3. The graph operation p¨ 1Ð ¨ 2Ð ¨q induces a linear map Z¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨ : A b A Ñ A which
gives to A a structure of associative algebra over C, with unit I. Every G-algebra is in particular
a unital algebra. We represent graphically the element Zgpa1 b . . .b aKq as the graph where the
ordered edges are labelled by a1, . . . , aK , and the second condition of equivariance allows to forget
about the order of the edges.
Let us define also an involution ˚ : g Ñ g˚ on graph operation G, where g˚ is obtained from g
by reversing the orientation of its edges and interchanging the input and the output.
Definition 2.4. A G˚-algebra is a G-algebra A endowed with an antilinear involution ˚ : AÑ A
which is compatible with the action of G: for all K-graph operation g and a1, . . . , aK P A, we have
Zgpa1b . . .b aKq˚ “ Zg˚pa1˚ b . . .b aK˚q. A G˚-subalgebra is a G-subalgebra closed by adjointness.
A G˚-morphism between A and B is a G-morphism f : A Ñ B such that fpa˚q “ fpaq˚ for any
a P A.
Remark 2.5. Recall that ∆ denotes the graph operation with one vertex and one edge. Any G-
algebra A can be written A “ A0 ‘B, where A0 :“
 
∆paq, a P A( is a commutative algebra. We
call A0 the diagonal algebra of A.
Example 2.6. Denote MN pCq the algebra of N by N matrices. For any K ě 1 and g P GK
with vertex set V and ordered edges pv1, w1q, . . . , pvK , wKq, let us define Zg by setting, for all
Ap1q, . . . , ApKq P MN pCq, the pi, jq-coefficient of ZgpAp1q b . . .bApKqq as”
ZgpAp1q b . . .bApKqq
ı
ij
“
ÿ
k:VÑrNs
kpinputq“j, kpoutputq“i
A
p1q
kpw1q,kpv1q ¨ ¨ ¨A
pKq
kpwKq,kpvKq.
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This defines an action of the operad G “ pGKqKě0 on MN pCq, compatible with the usual complex
transpose of matrices, and so MN pCq is a G˚-algebra. The product Z¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨pA b Bq induced by
this action coincides with the classical product of matrices, but we also have others operations
like the Hadamard product ZhpA b Bq “ pAijBijqNi,j“1, the projection on the diagonal Z∆pAq “
pδijAiiqNi,j“1, or the transpose Z¨Ñ¨pAq “ pAjiqNi,j“1. The diagonal algebra of MN pCq defined in
Remark 2.5 is the algebra of diagonal matrices.
Example 2.7. Let V be an infinite set and let MVpCq denotes the set of complex matrices indexed
by V, A “ pAv,wqv,wPV such that each row and column have a finite number of nonzero entries.
For any g P G and Ap1q, . . . , ApKq P MVpCq, we define ZgpAp1q b . . . b ApKqq by the same formula
as in Example 2.6 with summation now over the maps k : V Ñ V. This defines as well a structure
of G˚-algebra for MVpCq. When the entries of the matrices are non negative integers, they encode
the adjacency of a locally finite directed graph: the graph associated to a matrix A has Apv, wq
edges from a vertex v P V to a vertex w P V (see [8]).
2.2 Space of traffics
Recall the definition from [8].
Definition 2.8. An algebraic space of traffics is the data of a vector space A with a linear func-
tional Φ : AÑ C such that
• there exists an action of G on A: A is a G-algebra,
• Φ is unital: ΦpIq “ 1,
• Φ is input-independent: for all g P Gn, Φ ˝ Zg “ Φ ˝ Z∆˝g and does not depend on the place
of the input in ∆ ˝ g.
A homomorphism between two algebraic spaces of traffics A and B with respective linear functionals
Φ and Ψ is a G-morphism f : AÑ B such that Φ ˝ f “ Ψ.
The condition of input-independence for Φ implies that it is a trace for the structure of as-
sociative algebra of A with product pa, bq ÞÑ Z¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨pa, bq. Moreover, it is possible to describe
completely Φ in terms of a functional defined on some graphs where the input and output are
totally forgotten. For later purpose, let us define more generally a notion of n-graph monomial,
where we outline n ě 0 particular vertices, instead of two.
Definition 2.9. A 0-graph monomial indexed by a set J (called test-graph in [8]) is a collection
t “ pV,E, γq, where pV,Eq is a finite, connected and oriented graph and γ : E Ñ J is a labeling
of the edges by indices. For any n ě 1, a n-graph monomial indexed by J is a collection t “
pV,E, γ,vq, where pV,E, γq is a 0-graph monomial and v “ pv1, . . . , vnq is a n-tuple of vertices of
T , considered as the outputs of t. For any n ě 0, we set CGpnqxJy the vector space spanned by the
n-graph monomials indexed by J , whose elements are called n-graph polynomials indexed by J .
Let us fix an algebraic space of traffics A with linear functional Φ : A Ñ C, and consider a 0-
graph monomial t “ pV,E, γq with labels on A. Let us list arbitrarily the edges of E “ te1, . . . , eKu
and denote by g the K-graph operation pV,Eq with the ordered edges e1, . . . , eK and choose
arbitrarily for input and output a same vertex of g. Set
τptq “ Φ
´
Zg
`
γpe1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b γpeKq
˘¯
, (2.1)
which does depend neither on the choice of the ordering of e1, . . . , eK nor on the input and output
of g, thanks to the equivariance and the input-independence properties. This map extends to
τ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C by linearity, and characterizes entirely the functional Φ : AÑ C, thanks to the
relation Φpaq “ τpöaq.
Definition 2.10. Let A be an algebraic space of traffics with linear functional Φ : A Ñ C. The
map τ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C defined above is called the distribution of traffics on A. Saying that pA, τq
is an algebraic space of traffics, we mean that τ denotes this functional and call Φ the associated
trace on A.
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We now define the non-algebraic spaces of traffics. Let A be a set with an antilinear involution
˚ : A Ñ A. Let t, t1 be two n-graph monomials indexed by A. We set t|t1 the 0-graph monomial
obtained by merging the i-th output of t and t1 for any i “ 1, . . . , n. We extend the map pt, t1q ÞÑ t|t1
to a bilinear application CGpnqxAy2 Ñ CGp0qxAy.
Moreover, given an n-graph monomial t “ pV,E, γ,vq we set t˚ “ pV,E˚, γ˚,vq, where E˚ is
obtained by reversing the orientation of the edges in E, and γ˚ is given by e ÞÑ γpeq˚. We extend
the map t ÞÑ t˚ to a linear map on CGpnqxAy.
Definition 2.11. A space of traffics is an algebraic space of traffics pA, τq such that:
• A is a G˚-algebra,
• the distribution of traffics on A satisfies the following positivity condition : for any n-graph
polynomial t indexed by A,
τ
“
t|t˚‰ ě 0. (2.2)
A homomorphism between two spaces of traffics is a G˚-morphism which is a homomorphism of
algebraic space of traffics.
Note that (2.2) for n “ 2 is equivalent to say that the trace Φ induced by τ is a state on
the ˚-algebra A. By consequence, the product graph operation p¨ 1Ð ¨ 2Ð ¨q induces a linear map
Z¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨ : A b A Ñ A which gives to A a structure of ˚-probability space. Hence every space of
traffics is in particular a ˚-probability space. Theorem 1.3 states that the reciprocal is true.
Example 2.12. Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space in the classical sense and let consider the
algebra MN
`
L8´pΩ,Cq˘ of matrices whose coefficient are random variables with finite moments of
all orders. Endowed with the action of the operad G described in Example 2.6, it is a G˚-algebra.
The linear form ΦN :“ E
“
Tr ¨ s{N equips MN
`
L8´pΩ,Cq˘ with the structure of algebraic space of
traffics and the distribution of traffics τN is given by: for any 0-graph monomial T “ pV,E,Mq
indexed by MN
`
L8´pΩ,Cq˘, where M : E Ñ MN`L8´pΩ,Cq˘,
τN
“
T
‰ “ E” 1
N
ÿ
k:VÑrNs
ź
e“pv,wqPE
pMpeqqkpvq,kpwq
ı
. (2.3)
Moreover, pMN
`
L8´pΩ,Cq˘, τN q is actually a space of traffics since τN is positive. First, for any
n-graph monomial t “ pV,E,M,vq, we define a random tensor T ptq P pCN qbn as follows. Let us
denote by v “ pv1, . . . , vnq the sequence of outputs of t and by pξiqi“1,...,N the canonical basis of
CN . Then we set,
T ptq “
ÿ
k:VÑrNs
¨˝ ź
e“pv,wqPE
pMpeqqkpvq,kpwq‚˛ξkpv1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ξkpvnq. (2.4)
We extend the definition by linearity on n-graph polynomials Positivity is clear since one has
τN
“pt|t˚qpAN q‰ :“ E” 1
N
ÿ
iPrNsn
T ptqi T ptqi
ı
ě 0
Example 2.13. Let V be an infinite set. A locally finite rooted graph on V is a pair pG, ρq where
G is a directed graph such that each vertex has a finite number of neighbors (or equivalently an
element of the space MVpCq of Example 2.7 with integers entries) and ρ is an element of V. Recall
briefly that the so-called weak local topology is induced by the sets of pG, ρq such that the subgraph
induced by vertices at fixed distance of the root is given [8, Section 2.7.2]. The notion of locally
finite random rooted graphs refers to the Borel σ-algebra given by this topology.
Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space, V and ρ P V. Let G be a family of locally finite random
rooted graphs on Ω with vertex set V and common root ρ. Consider the G-subalgebra A of MVpCq
induced by the adjacency matrices of G. In general, the linear form ΦρpAq “ E
“
Apρ, ρq‰ is neither
well defined nor input-independent.
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In [8], certain situations where Φρ equips A with the structure of algebraic space of traffics were
characterized: in particular, if the degree of the vertices of the graphs G are uniformly bounded,
then Φρ is well defined and is input-independent if and only if G is called unimodular.
When Φρ is well defined, then the associated map τρ always satisfies the positivity condition.
Indeed, for any n-graph monomial t we define a tensor T ptq P pCVqbn with the same formula
as for matrices, but with summation over k : V Ñ V with kprq “ ρ, for an arbitrary vertex
r of V and with pξiqiPV the canonical basis of CV . The positivity of τ follows as well since
τρ
“
t|t˚‰ :“ E“řiPVn:i1“ρ T ptqi T ptqi‰ is nonnegative.
Definition 2.14. Let pA, τq be a space of traffics, with associated trace Φ, J an arbitrary index
set, and a “ pajqjPJ a family of elements in A
1. The distribution of traffics of a is the linear functional τa : CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy Ñ C given by
the distribution of traffics τ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C composed with the linear map
CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy Ñ CGp0qxAy
pV,E, j ˆ q ÞÑ pV,E, ap¨qjp¨qq,
or in other words, for all 0-graph monomial T “ pV,E, j ˆ q P CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy, the
quantity τapT q is given by τptq, where t is the 0-graph monomial pV,E, γq P CGp0qxAy such
that γpeq “ apeqjpeq.
2. Let pAN , τN q a sequence of spaces of traffics, with associated trace τN , J an arbitrary index
set, and for each N ě 1, a family aN “ pajqjPJ of elements of AN .
We say that the sequence aN converges in distribution of traffics to a if the distribution of
traffics of aN converges pointwise to the distribution of traffics of a on CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy,
or equivalently, if, for all K-graph operations g P G, indices j1, . . . , jK P J and labels
1, . . . , K P t1, ˚u, we have the following convergence
lim
NÑ8ΦN
“
Zgpa1j1 b . . .b aKjK q
‰ “ Φ “Zgpa1j1 b . . .b aKjK q‰ .
Example 2.15. The distribution of traffics of a family AN “ pApjqqjPJ of random matrices is given,
for all 0-graph monomial T “ pV,E, j ˆ q P CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy, by
τAN rT s “ E
” 1
N
ÿ
k:VÑrNs
ź
e“pv,wqPE
pApjpeqqqpeqkpvq,kpwq
ı
.
2.3 Möbius inversion and injective trace
In order to define traffic independence, we need first to define a transform of distributions of traffics.
Recall that a poset is a set X with a partial order ď (see [14, Lecture 10]). If X is finite, then there
exists a map MobX : X ˆ X Ñ C, called the Möbius function on X , such that for two functions
F,G : X Ñ C the statement that
F pxq “
ÿ
x1ďx
Gpx1q, @x P X
is equivalent to
Gpxq “
ÿ
x1ďx
MobX px1, xqF px1q, @x P X .
Hence the first formula implicitly defines the function G in terms of F .
For any set V , denote by PpV q the poset of partitions of V equipped with inverse refinement
order, that is pi1 ď pi if the blocks of pi are included in blocks of pi1. Let pA,Φq be a non-commutative
probability space and denote by N.C.pKq Ă Ppt1, . . . ,Kuq the set of non-crossing partitions of
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t1, . . . ,Ku [14, Lecture 9]. Recall that the free cumulants are the multi-linear maps κ given
implicitly by
Φpa1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ aKq “
ÿ
piPN.C.pKq
ź
ti1,...,iLuPpi
κpai1 , . . . , aiLq. (2.5)
We introduce now a similar concept for traffics.
Let g be a 0-graph monomial in Gp0qxAy, with vertex set V . For any partition pi P PpV q of V ,
we denote by gpi the 0-graph monomial obtained by identifying vertices in a same block of pi (the
edges link the associated blocks). Denote 1PpV q the partition of V with singletons only.
Definition 2.16. Let A be an ensemble and let τ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C be a linear map (for instance
τ is the distribution of traffics). The linear form τ0 on Gp0qxAy, called injective version of τ , is
implicitly given by the following formula: for any 0-graph monomial t P Gp0qxAy
τ
“
t
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0
“
tpi
‰
, (2.6)
in such a way for each 0-graph monomial g one has
τ0
“
t
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
Mobppi,1PpV qqτ
“
tpi
‰
.
Example 2.17. The injective version Tr0 of the trace of 0-graph monomials in random matri-
ces of MN pCq defined in (2.3) is given, for T “ pV,E,Mq a 0-graph monomial indexed by
MN
`
L8´pΩ,Cq˘, by
τ0N
“
T
‰ “ E” 1
N
ÿ
k:VÑrNs
injective
ź
e“pv,wqPE
pMpeqqkpvq,kpwq
ı
. (2.7)
2.4 Definition of traffic independence
Let J be a fixed index set and, for each j P J , let Aj be some set. Given a family of linear maps
τj : CGp0qxAjy Ñ C, j P J , sending the graph with no edge to one, we shall define a linear map
denoted ‹jPJτj : CGp0qxŮjPJ Ajy with the same property and called the free product1 of the τj ’s.
Therein,
Ů
jPJ Aj has to be thought as the disjoint union of copies of Aj , although the sets Aj can
originally intersect (they can even be equal).
Let us consider 0-graph monomial T in CGp0qxŮjPJ Ajy and introduce the following indirect
graph. We call colored components of T with respect to the families pAjqjPJ the maximal nontrivial
connected subgraphs whose edges are labelled by elements of Aj for some j P J (it is an element of
CGp0qxAjy). There is no ambiguity about the definition of colored components since T is labeled inŮ
jPJ Aj where
Ů
means that we distinguish the origin of a element that can come from severalAj ’s.
We call connectors of T the vertices of T belonging to at least two different colored components.
The graph T¯ defined below is called graph of colored components of T with respect to pAjqjPJ :
• the vertices of T¯ are the colored components of T and its connectors
• there is an edge between a colored component of T¯ and a connector if the connector belongs
to the component.
Definition 2.18. 1. For each j P J , let Aj be a set and τj : CGp0qxAjy Ñ C be a linear map
sending the graph with no edges to one. The free product of the maps τj is the linear map
‹jPJτj : CGp0qxŮAjy Ñ C whose injective version is given by: for any 0-graph monomial T ,
p‹jPJτjq0rT s “ 1pT¯ is a treeq ˆ
ź
S colored
component of T
w.r.t. pAjqjPJ
τ0
“
S
‰
. (2.8)
1The terminology free product should be understood as canonical product, and may not be confused with the
terminology free independence
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2. Let pA, τq be an algebraic space of traffics and let J be a fixed index set. For each j P J , let
Aj Ă A be a G-subalgebra. The subalgebras pAjqjPJ are called traffic independent whenever
the restriction of τ to the G-subalgebra induced by the Aj is ‹jPJτj.
3. Let Xj , j P J be subsets of A and let pajqjPJ be a family of elements of A. Then pXjqjPJ
(resp. pajqjPJ) are called traffic independent whenever the G-subalgebra induced by the Xj’s
(resp. by the aj’s) are traffic independent.
4. In the context of space of traffics, we say that pXjqjPJ are traffic independent whenever the
G˚-subalgebras are traffic independent.
3 The free product of spaces of traffics
3.1 Free products of algebraic spaces of traffics
The free product ˚jPJAj of a family pAjqjPJ of G-algebras will be a G-algebra made with ”graphs
whose edges are labelled by elements“ from the Aj and the free product of a family pAj , τjqjPJ of
spaces of traffics is their free product of G-algebras ˚jPJAj equipped with the free product ˚jPJτj
of their distributions of traffics.
Let J be a fixed index set and, for each j P J , Aj be some set. As in Section 2.4, while
considering a monomial g in CGp2qxŮjPJ Ajy we mean that g is the data of a finite connected
graph pV,Eq with an input and an output, and that for each edge is associated an index j P J and
then an element of Aj .
Definition 3.1. For all family of G-algebras pAjqjPJ , we denote by ˚jPJAj the G-algebra
CGp2qxŮjPJ Ajy, quotiented by the space generated by the following relations:
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q “ ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q
whenever a1, . . . , ak are in a same algebra Aj; which allows to consider the G-algebra homomor-
phisms Vj : Aj Ñ ˚jPJAj given by the image of a ÞÑ p¨ aÐ ¨q by the quotient map.
The G-algebra ˚jPJAj is the free product of the G-algebras in the following sense.
Proposition 3.2. Let B be a G-algebra, and fj : Aj Ñ B a family of G-morphism. There exists
a unique G-morphism ˚jPJfj : ˚jPJAj Ñ B such that fj “ p˚jPJfjq ˝ Vj for all j P J . As a
consequence, the maps Vj are injective.
Proof. The existence is given by the following definition of ˚jPJfj on ˚jPJAj :
˚jPJfjpZgp¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ Zgpfjp1qpa1q b . . .b fjpnqpanqq
whenever a1 P Ajp1q, . . . , an P Ajpnq; which obviously respects the relation defining ˚jPJAj .
The uniqueness follows from the fact that ˚jPJfj is uniquely determined on Ťj VjpAjq (indeed,˚jPJfjpaq must be equal to fjpbq whenever a “ Vjpbq) and that Ťj VjpAjq generates ˚jPJAj as a
G-algebra.
Proposition 3.3. Let pAj , τjqjPJ be a family of algebraic spaces of traffics. The free product
of distributions of traffics ‹jPJτj : CGp0qxŮjPJ Ajy Ñ C of Definition 2.18 respects the quotient
structure of ˚jPJAj, and consequently yields an algebraic space of traffics p˚jPJAj , ‹jPJτjq. Fur-
thermore, we have τi “ p‹jPJτjq ˝ Vi, where Vi is the canonical injective algebra homomorphism
from Ai to ˚jPJAj.
Proof. We first need to prove that we have: for any graph operations g, g1,
‹jPJτj
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q
˙
“ ‹jPJτj
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q
¯
.
Let us prove the corresponding properties at the level of the injective trace.
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Lemma 3.4. Let pi be a partition of the vertices V of g. We denote by V1 the vertices in g1
different from the output or the input of g1. We have
p‹jPJτjq0
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpi
˙
“
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
σzV1“pi
p‹jPJτjq0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
.
Proof. Because the colored component containing Zg1pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b akq has the same edges on both
sides on the equation, and because p‹jPJτjq0 factorizes on colored component, it suffices to prove
the lemma when only one color (let say j0) is involved. In this case, p‹jPJτjq0 “ τ0j0 , and we can
compute in pAj0 , τj0q. Below, we denote by Mobp ¨ , ¨ q the Möbis function on PpV q.
τ0j0
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpi
˙
“
ÿ
piďpi1PPpV q
Mobppi, pi1qτj0
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpi1
˙
“
ÿ
piďpi1PPpV q
Mobppi, pi1qτj0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qppi
1Y0V2 q
¯
“
ÿ
piďpi1PPpV q
ÿ
ppi1Y0V2 qďσPPpVYV1q
Mobppi, pi1qτ0j0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
“
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
¨˝ ÿ
piďpi1ďσzV1PPpV q
Mobppi, pi1q‚˛τ0j0 ´ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ¯
“
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
δpi,σzV1τ
0
j0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
σzV1“pi
pτj0q0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
.
Now we can conclude, since
‹jPJτj
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨, ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q
˙
“
ÿ
piPV
p‹jPJτjq0
ˆ
Zgp¨ Zg1 pa1b¨¨¨bakqÐÝ ¨, ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpi
˙
“
ÿ
piPV
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
σzV1“pi
p‹jPJτjq0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
“
ÿ
σPPpVYV1q
p‹jPJτjq0
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qσ
¯
“ ‹jPJτj
´
ZgpZg1p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q
¯
.
3.2 A new characterization of traffic independence
Let pAj , τjqjPJ be spaces of traffics and p˚jPJAj , ˚jPJτjq their algebraic free product. in order to
finish the construction of the free product of spaces of traffics, it remains to prove Theorem 1.2,
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that is the positivity of the free product ˚jPJτj of positive distributions of traffics τj . We will
reason as for the construction of the free product of ˚-probability spaces [14, Lecture 6] using a
structure result (3.20) for p˚jPJAj , ˚jPJτjq. Before that, we shall first state in Proposition 3.11
a characterization of traffic independence whose statement is closer to the more familiar free-
independence than Definition 2.18.
Definition 3.5. A bigraph is a finite, connected and bipartite graph g, endowed with a bipartition
of its vertices into two sets Vinpgq and Vcopgq, whose elements we call inputs and connectors.
For all L, n ě 0, a pL, nq-bigraph operation is the data of a bigraph with exactly L ordered
inputs, together with an ordering of its edges around each input, and the data of an ordered subset
Voutpgq consisting in n elements of the connectors Vcopgq that we call output, and such that all
connectors which are not an output have a degree larger than 2. For all integer pL, nq ě 0 and
tuple d “ pd1, . . . , dLq P pN˚qL, we denote by GpnqL,d (if L ­“ 0 and by Gpnq0 otherwise) the set ofpL, nq-bigraph operations such that the k-th inputs have a degree dk.
A pL, nq-bigraph operation with degrees d1, . . . , dL is to be thought as an operation that accepts
L objects with types d1, . . . , dL, and produces a new object of type n. In particular, a pL, nq-bigraph
operation can produce a new n-graph monomial from L different graphs monomials in the following
way. See figure 1
1
2
3
z2
z3
z1
1
2
3
z2
z3
z1
1
2
3
1 2
3
Figure 1: Left: a bigraph with four inputs (squares), five connectors (circles) and three outputs
(with links exiting the box). The ordering of adjacent connectors is noticed for an input. Sub-
stituing in an obvious way the inputs of the bigraph by graph monomials one get the rightmost
3-graph monomial.
Let us consider L graph monomials t1, . . . , tL on some set of labels A, with respective number
of outputs given by d P pN˚qL (that is t` P CGpd`qxAy), and a pL, nq-bigraph operation g P GpnqL,d.
Replacing the `-th input of g and its adjacent ordered edges pe1, . . . , ed`q by the graph of t`,
identifying for each k P rLs, the connector attached to ek with the k-th output of t`, yields
a connected graph. We denote by Tgpt1 b . . . b tLq P CGpnqxAy the n-graph monomial whose
labelling is induced by those of t1, . . . , tL, and with outputs given by the outputs of g. We then
define by linear extension
Tg : CGpd1qxAy b ¨ ¨ ¨ b CGpdLqxAy ÝÑ CGpnqxAy
t1 b . . .b tL ÞÝÑ Tgpt1 b . . .b tLq.
Remark 3.6. One can show that the set of bigraph operations defines an operad with a compatible
action on n-graph polynomials. It acts on the tensors of order n in a slight generalization of
Example 2.6 of [7] We do not use this fact here.
Definition 3.7. Let J be an index set and pAjqjPJ be a family ensembles, and let g P GpnqL,d be a
bigraph operation with d “ pd1, . . . , dLq. A sequence t1 P CGpd1qxAj1y, . . . , tL P CGpdLqxAjLy of
graph polynomials is g-alternated if for all p, q P rLs such that the p-th and the q-th inputs are
neighbors of a same connector, then jp ‰ jq.
If t1, . . . , tL are graph monomials alternated along g P Gp0qL,d, then Tgpt1 b . . . b tLq is a graph
monomial with graph of colored components g, and its colored components are t1, . . . , tL, (consid-
ered as graphs with no outputs).
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For any n ě 1, pi P Pn and any n-graph monomial g made of a finite graph with outputs
pv1, . . . , vnq, let us denote by gpi the quotient graph obtained by identifying vertices pv1, . . . , vnq
according to pi, with outputs given by the images of pv1, . . . , vnq by the quotient map, so that edges
of gpi can be identified with the one of g. This defines a linear map ∆pi : CGpnqxAy Ñ CGpnqxAy
such that ∆pipgq “ gpi for n-graph monomials g. Denote respectively by 1n and 0n the partition of
n made of n singletons and of 1 single block.
Definition 3.8. Let φ : CGp1qxAy Ñ C be a linear form. A graph polynomial t P CGpnqxAy is
called reduced with respect to φ, if n ě 2 and for any pi P Ppnqzt1nu, ∆piptq “ 0 or n “ 1 and
φptq “ 0.
Example 3.9. For any t P CGpnqxAy, one has ∆1nptq “ t. If n “ 2, then ∆02ptq “ ∆ptq, where we
recall that ∆ is the graph operation with one vertex and one edge (and so t is reduced if and only
if ∆ptq “ 0.)
Example 3.10. Let AN be a family of matrices of size N by N and let g be a n-graph polynomial.
Recall that we defined in Example 2.12 a tensor ZgpAN q “ pBiqiPrNsn of order n. Then TgpAN q
is reduced if and only if Bi “ 0 as soon as two indices of i are equal. In particular for n “ 2, a
matrix is reduced whenever its diagonal is null.
Proposition 3.11. Let pA, τq be a space of traffics. Denote by φ : CGp1qxAy Ñ C the linear map
given by φpgq “ τpg˜q where g˜ P CGp0qxAy is obtained by forgetting the position of the output of g.
Say that a graph polynomial is reduced when it is reduced with respect to φ. Then, the G-subalgebras
pAjqjPJ are traffic independent if and only if for any bigraph g P Gp0qL,d and any g-alternated sequence
pt1, . . . , tLq of reduced graph polynomials in CGxAy, one has τ
“
Tgpt1 b . . .b tLq
‰ “ 0.
This characterization shows that traffic independence is stronger than free independence in the
following situation, which has to be compared with [8, Corollary 3.5] and will be satisfied in Section
4.
Lemma 3.12. Let pA, τq be a space of traffics. Denote Φ the associated trace on A and ηpaq “
Φ
`
∆pa˚q∆paq˘ ´ |Φpaq|2 “ Φpa˚ ˝ aq ´ |Φpaq|2. If for any a P A, ηpaq “ 0 then any family
of G-subalgebras that is traffic independent is free independent in the ˚-probability space pA,Φq.
Similarly, for any subalgebra B of A, if ηpaq “ 0 for all a P B, then the free independence of
families in pB,Φ|Bq is a consequence of traffic independence in pA, τq.
Proof. The two statement are proved in a similar way, and we only prove the first one. Since the
trace defined on A is a state, the assumption implies, for every a P A, that ∆paq has the same
˚-distribution as ΦpaqI. Let pAjqjPJ be traffic-independent G-subalgebras and let a1, . . . , an P A,
such that for any k P rns, Φpakq “ 0 and ak P Ajk , with jk ­“ jk`1, whenever k ă n. Then,
Φppa1 ´∆pa1qq . . . pan ´∆panqqq “ Φppa1 ´ Φpa1qq . . . pan ´ Φpanqqq “ Φpa1 . . . anq.
Let g be the bigraph with no outputs, n inputs and n ´ 1 connectors whose graph is a segment,
with inputs vertices (alternating with the connectors) labeled consecutively from one side to the
other, from 1 to n. Then one has
Φppa1 ´∆pa1qq . . . pan ´∆panqqq “ τ
´
Tgppa1 ´∆pa1qq b . . .b pan ´∆panqqq
¯
,
and pa1´∆pa1qqb . . .bpan´∆panqq is a g-alternated reduced tensor, so that by Proposition 3.11
we get Φpa1 . . . anq “ 0 as desired.
Remark 3.13. Recall Example 2.13 of the G-algebra A of locally finite rooted graphs on a set of
vertices V. It is a classical fact that an element A of A which is both deterministic and unimodular
is vertex-transitive (there exists automorphisms exchanging each pair of vertices). This property
implies that the diagonal ∆pAq “ `Apv, vq1v“w˘v,wPV of A is constant, and so one can apply the
lemma. This gives a new proof of the free independence of the spectral distributions of the free
product of infinite deterministic graphs of [1], thanks to [8, Proposition 7.2].
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3.3 Proof of Proposition 3.11
We start by stating two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.14. Let m a graph monomial with output set O. For each partition pi of O, denote by
mpi the graph operation obtained by identifying the outputs of m that belong to a same block of pi.
Let us denote by Mob the Möbius function for the poset of partitions of O and 0O the partition of
O made of singletons. Then, ppmq “ řpiPPpOqMobp0O, piqmpi is a reduced graph polynomial, and
every reduced graph polynomial m satisfies m “ ppmq.
Proof. For any ν P PpOq,
∆ν
¨˝ ÿ
piPPpOq
Mobp0O, piqmpi‚˛“ ÿ
µPPpOq
¨˝ ÿ
piPPpOq:pi_ν“µ
Mobp0O, piq‚˛mµ
Now, for any µ P PpOq,ÿ
piPPpOq:pi_ν“µ
Mobp0O, piq “
ÿ
piďµ
ÿ
pi_νďσďµ
Mobpσ, µqMobp0O, piq
“
ÿ
νďσďµ
Mobpσ, µq
˜ÿ
piďσ
Mobp0O, piq
¸
“
ÿ
νďσďµ
Mobpσ, µqδσ,0O “ δν,0OMp0O, µq.
Lemma 3.15. For any linear from φ on Gp1qxŮjPJ Ajy sending the graph with no edges to one,
and calling reduced graph polynomials reduced with respect to φ, one has
Gpnqx
ğ
jPJ
Ajy “ CI‘
à
gPGpnq
L,d
γ:t1,...,nuÑJ
span
!
Tgptq
ˇˇˇ
t “ pt`qL`“1 g´alternated, reduced, t` P GpnqxAγp`qy
)looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
:“Wg,γ
,
Proof. Let us denote by E the vector space spanned by the right hand side. For any integers
k ě 1, s ě 0, let us consider the vector space Esk spanned by the family of graphs polynomials
Tgptq, where g P GpnqL,d has less than k vertices and t “ t1 b . . . b tL is such that the number of
k P rLs with tk reduced is greater than maxt0, L´ su. Let us set Ek “ SpanpEskqsě0 and prove by
induction that for any k ě 0, Ek Ă E , which shall conclude the proof. To begin with, note that
E1 “ CI Ă E . Let us assume the claim for k P N and prove by induction on s ě 0 that Esk`1 Ă E .
First,
E0k`1 Ă
ď
gPGpnq
d
m a g-alternated sequence
of graph monomials
tTgptq : t P Λm and t is reducedu Ă E .
Let us assume that Esk`1 Ă E and consider g a bigraph with k`1 connectors and t “ t1b . . .b tL P
Λm a g-alternated tensor with maxtL ´ s ´ 1, 0u reduced components. Let us assume that t1 P
CGpd1qxAjy is not reduced, for some j P J, d1 ě 1. If d1 “ 1, then Tg ppt1 ´ τjpt1qq b t2 . . .b tLq P
Esk`1 and τjpt1qTg p1b t2 . . .b tLq P Ek, so that Tgptq P E . If d1 ě 2, according to Lemma 3.14, we
can write t1 “ r `řmi“1 xi, where r P CGpd1qAj is a reduced graph polynomial and x1, . . . , xm P
CGpd1qxAjy are graph monomials having two ouputs equal to the same vertex. Then, for any
i P rms, Tg pxi b t2 . . .b tLq P Ek and Tgpr b t2 b . . .b tLq P Esk`1, so that Tgptq P E .
To prove Proposition 3.11 it is then sufficient to prove that if pAjqjPJ are traffic independent
in pA, τq then for each bi-graph operation g P Gp2qL,d and each g-alternated sequence t of reduced
graph polynomials one has τ
“
Tgptq
‰ “ 0. Indeed, it implies that this property is true for the free
product ˚jPJτj and so the reciprocal assertion follows from Lemma 3.15 since it implies that τ
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coincides with ˚jPJτj . The formal difficulty is that we shall use Definition 2.16 of the injective
trace in order to prove that τ
“
Tgptq
‰
vanishes. Formula (2.6) is only valid for graph monomials as
the summation involves the vertex set of the graph, but h is not a monomial because of reduceness
of t.
We fix from now a sequence m “ pm1, . . . ,mLq of graph monomials with respective vertex sets
V1, . . . , VL, and define
Λm “ Span
 
mpi11 b . . .bmpiLL
ˇˇ@k P rLs, pik P PpVkq(.
We claim that it suffices to prove that τ rhs “ 0 for any h “ Tgptq, where g is a bigraph operation and
t is g-alternated, reduced and belongs to Λm. Indeed, let t “ pt1, . . . , tLq be an arbitrary sequence of
g-alternated, reduced graph polynomials and denote t “ ři αixi where the xi, are the sequences of
graph monomials of t. Let p be the projection of Lemma 3.14 and denote pptq “ `ppt1q, . . . , pptLq˘.
Then t “ pptq “ ři αippxiq where ppxiq P Λmi is reduced for each i.
The interest in fixing the monomial m is that each monomial x P Λm satisfies that Tgpxq “
Tgpmqνg,mpxq for a unique partition νg,mpxq of the set V of vertices of Tgpmq. Denoting ν “ νg,mpxq,
Formula (2.6) yields τ rTgpxqs “ τ rTgpmqνs “ řpiěνPPpV q τ0rTgpmqpis, where we recall that pi ě ν
means that pi refines the identifications made by ν. We then define the linear form defined for
monomials by
αpi : x ÞÑ 1ppi ě νg,mpxqq
on Λm. By linearity of τ0, for any t reduced and g-alternated graph polynomial we get
τ rhs “ τ rTgptqs “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0
“
αpiptq.Tgpmqpi
‰
.
Moreover, one can write Tgpmqpi “ TGpi
`
Fpi
˘
, where Gpi is the bigraph of colored components
of Tgpmqpi with an arbitrary choice of ordering of the inputs and of edges around inputs, and Fpi is
the sequence of colored component of Tgpmqpi (with ordering fixed by the previous choice). Both
Gpi and Fpi depend implicitly on g and m.
Remark 3.16. Making this operation g ÞÑ Gpi can increase the number of connectors, so that Gpi
is not a quotient of g. However, it cannot increase the number of colored component: the set
VinpGpiq of inputs of Gpi is a quotient of Vinpgq. The mapping ppi : Vinpgq Ñ VinpGpiq induced by
the quotient by pi, of Tgpmq respects the bipartition, is 1-Lipschitz for the graph distances, and is
surjective.
We set Fpiptq “ αpiptq.Tgpmqpi and obtain
τ rhs “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0
”
TGpi
`
Fpiptq
˘ı
. (3.1)
Recall now that traffic-independence means that for any bi-graph G and any G-alternated sequence
of graph monomials x “ px`qL`“1, one has
τ0rTGpxqs “ 1pG is a tree q ˆ
Lź
`“1
τ0rx`s (3.2)
where x` is considered has a 0-graph monomial. This equality is then valid for τ0rTGptqs when
t is a G-alternated sequence of graph polynomial. We need the following Lemma whose proof is
postponed to the end of the proof.
Lemma 3.17. Let g P Gp0qL,d and let m be a g-alternated sequence of graph monomials. Let t P Λm
be a sequence of reduced graph polynomials and pi a partition of the vertex set V of Tgpmq. With
Gpi and αpi defined as above, if Gpi is a tree then, Gpi “ g or αpiptq “ 0.
Assuming for the moment Lemma 3.17, we deduce from (3.1) that
τ rhs “ 1pg is a tree q ˆ
ÿ
piPPpV q
s.t. Gpi“g
τ0
”
Tg
`
Fpiptq
˘ı
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which is zero if g is not a tree. From now, we assume that g is a tree. Note that the partitions
pi such that Gpi “ g are those given by first considering a sequence ppi1, . . . , piLq P śL`“1 PpVkq of
partitions of the vertex sets of the monomials of m such that pi|Vk “ 0Vk for all k P rLs (i.e. does
not identifies outputs of the tk’s), and forming a smallest partition p¯i of V . Moreover, for such
pi “ p¯i one has Fpi “ pmpi11 , . . . ,mpiLL q and that the linear map αpi factorizes αpiptq “
ś
` αpi`pt`q. By
(3.2) we can therefore rewrite
τ rhs “
ÿ
ppi`q`PśL`“1 PpV`q
s.t. pi`|BV`“0BV` , @`PrLs
Lź
`“1
τ0
“
αpi`pt`q ˆmpi``
‰
,
where in the r.h.s. we see mpi`` as a 0-graph monomial. By definition of αpiptq and since the graphs
t` are reduced we get
τ rhs “
Lź
`“1
ÿ
pi`PPpV`q
τ0rtpi`` s “
Lź
`“1
τ rt`s,
where t` is also seen as a 0-graph monomial. Since g a tree it possesses a leaf for which reduceness
condition implies τ rt`s “ 0. Hence we get τ rhs “ 0 as desired.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.17
Lemma 3.18. Let g P Gp0qL,d and let m “ pm1, . . . ,mLq be a g-alternated sequence of graph mono-
mials. Let t P Λm be a sequence of reduced graph polynomials and pi a partition of the vertex set V
of Tgpmq. Assume Gpi is a tree and there exists ω a simple path on g visiting exactly R ě 3 inputs
of g whose source and destination are identified in Gpi. More precisely, denote the inputs that ω
visits in consecutive order vi1 , . . . , viR , with i1, . . . , iR P rLs (pairwise distinct by simplicity of ω).
Recall that ppi is the distance map on the inputs of g induced by pi and assume ppipvi1q “ ppipviRq.
Then αpiptq “ 0 and we can allow vi1 “ viR without changing this conclusion.
Proof. As Gpi is a tree it has two leaves and, since m is g-alternated, there exists 1 ă r ă R
such that when ω enters and exit neighboring connectors c´ and c` of vr that are identified.
More precisely, let pi´,` be the finest partition of the outputs of tir including tc´, c`u. Then,
αpiptq “ αpipt1 b . . .b∆pi´,`tir b . . .b tLq. But ∆pi´,`tir “ 0 since tir is reduced.
Proof of Lemma 3.17. Assume that g is not a tree. Since Gpi is a tree, there exist two distinct
inputs v, v of g with ppipvq “ ppipvq, so as t is g-alternated, there exists a path ω in g going through
at least three inputs satisfying the condition of Lemma 3.18, hence αpiptq “ 0.
Remark 3.19. The conclusion of Lemma 3.18 remains valid when we relax the condition that t
is reduced and only assume that ∆pi´,`tir “ 0 at each input vir with 1 ă r ă R. Moreover if
exactly one graph polynomial tir does not satisfy ∆pi´,`tir “ 0 then pi must identify the entering
and exiting output of tir in order for αpiptq not to vanish.
3.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2
For each j P J let τj be a distribution of traffics. It remains to prove that the free product
τ :“ ‹jPJτj is also a distribution of traffics, showing that it satisfies the positivity condition (2.2).
Therefor, we reason as in [14, Chapter 6] where is stated a structural result for the free product of
unital algebras with identification of units [14, Formula (6.2)].
Let us consider for n ě 1 a bigraph g P GpnqL,d and a g-alternated sequence m “ pm1, . . . ,mLq of
graph monomials such that for any k P rLs, mk P CGpdkqxAγpkqy, where γpkq P J and dk P t1, 2, . . . u
for traffic independent G-subalgebras Aj , j P J . Let us denote by Autg,m the set of automorphisms
σ of the bigraph g i.e. the set of maps from the vertex set of g to itself preserving
• the adjacency, the bipartition and the set of outputs of g,
• the coloring of g given by m, i.e. γ ˝ σ “ γ on the inputs. It does not necessarily respect the
ordering of the edges around inputs.
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Every σ P Autg,m and t P Λm induces a new g-alternated sequence of graph polynomials
tσ “ t1,σ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b tL,σ: we define ti,σ to be tσpiq with a reordering of labels of inputs and ordering
of neighbor connectors in such a way that Tgptq “ Tgptσq. We have the property ptσ1qσ2 “ tσ2σ1
for all σ1, σ2 P Autg,m.
Lemma 3.20. Let us fix n ě 1, g be a bigraph in GpnqL,d and m be a g-alternated sequence of graph
monomials. Let g1 be a bigraph in GpnqL1,d1 and m1 be a g-alternated sequence of graph monomials.
Let t P Λm and t1 P Λm1 be reduced.
1. If τ rTgptq|Tg1pt1qs ‰ 0, then g is a tree, and Tg1pt1q “ Tgpt2q for some reduced graph polyno-
mials t2 P Λm2 and m2 some g-alternated sequence of graph monomials which have the same
coloring as m. In particular the spaces Wg,γ of Lemma 3.15 are orthogonal.
2. Assume that g is a tree and that m and m1 have the same coloring. Then we have
τ rTgptq|Tgpt1qs “
ÿ
σPAutg,m
τ rt1|t11,σs ¨ ¨ ¨ τ rtL|t1L,σs.
Assuming this lemma for the moment, let us deduce Theorem 1.2. By the same reasoning
as in the previous section, it suffices to prove that τ rh|h˚s ě 0 for each finite combination h “ř
i βiTgiptiq for bigraphs gi and sequences of reduced polynomials ti P Λmi where the mi’s are
fixed sequences of gi-alternated monomials. Moreover the previous lemma allows to restrict our
consideration to the case where all gi are equal to one particular tree g and all mi have the same
coloring (after a modification of the tis and mis if necessary). In this case, we denote by Autg,m
the sets Autgi,mi (which are all equal), and we have
τ
”ÿ
i
βiTgptiq
ˇˇÿ
j
β¯jTgptjq˚
ı
“
ÿ
ij
βiβ¯jτ
“
Tgptiq
ˇˇ
Tgptj˚q
‰
“ 17Autg,m
ÿ
ij
σPAutg,m
βiβ¯jτ
“
Tgptiσq
ˇˇ
Tgptjσ˚q
‰
,
“ 17Autg,m
ÿ
ij
σ,σ1PAutg,m
βiβ¯jτ
“
ti1,σ
ˇˇ
tj1,σ1˝σ
˚‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ τ“tiL,σ ˇˇtjL,σ1˝σ˚‰,
“ 17Autg,m
ÿ
ij
σ,σ1PAutg,m
βiβ¯jτ
“
ti1,σ
ˇˇ
tj1,σ1
˚‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ τ“tiL,σ ˇˇtjL,σ1˚‰.
We can now see that the r.h.s. is nonnegative. First, the matrices
`
τ rti`,σ|tj`,σ1
˚s˘
i,j,σ,σ1 , ` “ 1, . . . , L
are positive definite since τ is positive on each G-subalgebra Aj . Moreover, their entry wise product
(also called Schur product)
`
τ rti1,σ|tj1,σ1
˚s ¨ ¨ ¨ τ rtiL,σ|tjL,σ1
˚s˘
i,j,σ,σ1 is also positive ([14, Lemma 6.11]).
This yields by consequence the positivity of the free product.
Proof of Lemma 3.20. We will prove this lemma by induction on the number of inputs g. If this
number is 0, this means that g consists in a single connector (and the sequence of outputs of g is
constant and equal to this single connector) and then τ
“
Tgptq|Tg1ptq
‰
is proportional to τ
“
Tg˜1ptq
‰
where g˜1 is the bigraph with no outputs obtained by identifying the outputs of g1. Hence, by
Proposition 3.11, τ
“
Tgptq|Tg1ptq
‰
is zero if g1 as one input or more and so the lemma is true.
The hypotheses is that the number of colored components of Tgptq is larger than 1 and that
the lemma is true for all inferior numbers of colored components of Tgptq. Let us assume that
τ rTgptq|Tg1pt1qs ‰ 0. Remark that we have Tgpmq|Tg1pm1q “ Tg|g1pm bm1q for the bigraph g|g1
with no outputs and L ` L1 inputs which consists in collapsing the outputs of g with those of g1.
Then, denoting by V the vertex set of Tg|g1pm bm1q, for all pi P PpV q we define the linear map
αpi, the bigraph Gpi and the sequence of monomials Fpi as in the previous section, namely
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• Tg|g1pmbm1qpi “ TGpi pFpiq where Gpi is the bigraph of colored components of Tg|g1pmbm1q,
• for each sequence of monomials x P Λm,x1 P Λm1 , one has αpipx,x1q “ 1ppi ě νq where
Tg|g1px,x1q “ Tg|g1pm,m1qν .
Denoting Fpipt, t1q “ αpipt, t1q ˆ TGpi pFpiq we get
τ
“
Tgptq|Tg1pt1q
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0
”
TGpi
`
Fpipt, t1q
˘ı
,
and by definition of traffic independence the terms in the sum are possibly nonzero only if Gpi is
a tree.
We shall use the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.21. With notations as above, let pi P PpV q such that Gpi is a tree and αpipt, t1q ‰ 0.
Then
1. g and g1 are trees.
2. pi respects the decomposition of Tgpmq and Tg1pm1q into colored components, in the sense that
the image by pi of two vertices that belong to different colored components of Tgpmq (resp.
Tg1pm1q) belong to different colored components of Tg|g1pmbm1qpi.
3. two different connectors of g (resp. g1) are not identified by pi in Tg|g1pmbm1qpi.
Proof. By Lemma 3.18 and Remark 3.19, if Gpi is a tree and there is a simple path ω on g (resp.
g1) visiting exactly in Vinpgq (resp. Vinpg1q) the vertices vi1 , . . . , vil , in consecutive order, with
l ě 3 and i1, . . . , il P rLs, such that ppipvi1q and ppipvilq belong to a same colored component of
Tg|g1pm b m1qpi, then αpipt, t1q “ 0. We can allow vi1 “ vil without changing the conclusion.
Indeed, since the path ω is in g the graph polynomials corresponding to the inputs it visits are
reduced.
If g is not a tree, then there exists again a simple loop ω in g from a colored component to itself
which visit another colored component, which then satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.18, and so
αpipt, t1q “ 0.
Now, let us take two vertices v and v in different colored components of Tgpmq. If their images
by pi belong to a same colored component, there exists a path ω in g from v to v going through at
least three inputs, satisfying the condition of Lemma 3.18, so that αpipt, t1q “ 0.
Finally, let us take two different connectors c and c which are identified by pi. Here again there
exists a path ω in g from c to c going through at least three inputs, satisfying the condition of
Lemma 3.18, yielding the same conclusion.
We can deduce the same properties for g1 by interchanging g and g1.
We then can assume that g and g1 are trees. Moreover, we know from Proposition 3.11 that
τ
“
Tgptq|Tg1pt1q
‰
vanishes if pm bm1q is pg|g1q-alternated and reduced. Hence we can assume that
there is a k in t1, . . . , nu such that the color of one particular neighbor input v next to the k-th
output of Tgpmq is the same that the color of some neighbor input v1 next to the k-th output of
Tg1pm1q. Without loss of generality we assume that v and v1 are neighbors of the first output of
Tgpmq and Tg1pm1q, corresponding to the graph monomials m1 and m11 respectively.
We denote by c1, . . . , cm the connectors around v in Tg and by s1, . . . , sm the connected com-
ponents of Tg when v is removed, in such a way that ci belongs to si for each i “ 1, . . . ,m, with
ci considered as an additional output. Some of these bigraphs have a single output (which is the
corresponding ci) and we assume that those bigraphs are c1, . . . , cp for 0 ď p ď m. Similarly we
define c1i, s1i, i “ 1, . . . ,m1 and p1 by considering Tg1 instead of Tg. Moreover, given σ P Σppq a
permutation of t1, . . . , p1u, we denote by t11,σ the graph polynomial obtained from t11 by permuting
the outputs attached to the connectors c1, . . . , cp according to σ.
Lemma 3.22. With the above notations, up to a reordering of the s1i for i ą p1 and a reordering
of its outputs different from ci,
τ
“
Tgptq|Tgpt1q
‰ “ 1pp “ p1q1pm “ m1q ÿ
σPΣppq
τ
“
t1|t1,σ
‰ˆ pź
i“1
τ
“
si|s1σpiq
‰ˆ mź
i“p`1
τ
“
si|s1i
‰
.
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Assuming momentarily this Lemma, let us finish the proof. Applying the induction hypothesis,
we get that if Tg1pt1q cannot be written Tgpt2q for some reduced graph polynomials t2 P Λm2 andm2
some g-alternated sequence of graph monomials which has the same coloring as m, then we would
have a vanishing expression. For the second part of the lemma, let us assume that g “ g1 and that
m1 has the same coloring as m. Remark that an element of Autg,m is nothing else than a bijection
from tc1, . . . , cmu to itself, and an automorphism of each si. Using the induction hypothesis on
each si, we see that a non-vanishing term is such that si and s1i,σ for i ď p, resp. si and s1i for i ą p,
are of the same type of tree of colored component, and there exists an automorphism for each of
these couples, which allows to define a global automorphism σ P Autg,m. Hence by recurrence we
get as expected
τ rTgptq|Tg1pt1qs “
ÿ
σPAutg,t
τ rt1|t11,σs ¨ ¨ ¨ τ rtL|t1L,σs.
Proof of Lemma 3.22. Let pi P PpV q such that αpipt, t1 ‰ 0q. Assume that pi identifies a vertex of
v1 of si with a vertex of v2 of s1i1 for i ą p and i1 ą p1.
Consider a simple path in Tg|g1pmbm1q from (the colored component of) v1 to (the one of) v2,
consisting in a sub-path in Tg from v1 to c1, going through t1 and t11, and finishing with a subpath
from c2 to v2. By Lemma 3.18 and the last sentence of Remark 3.19 we get that pi identifies ci and
c1i1 . By Lemma 3.21, pi does not identify ci and c1i1 with an other connector of Tg|g1 , and so up to
a reordering we can assume i1 “ i.
Assume now that an output o of si is not attached to any output of s1i in Tg|g1 . Consider a
simple path from (the colored component of) v1 to (the one of) v2, consisting in a sub-path in
Tg from v1 to o (which then does not visit ci), continuing with a sub-path in T 1g going v2. While
entering in T 1g the path goes through a subgraph s1j for j ‰ i and goes through t11. Necessarily pi
must identify a vertex of si with a vertex of s1j (since otherwise αpipt, t1 ‰ 0q by Lemma 3.18 and
the last sentence of Remark 3.19). But by the previous paragraph this implies that ci and c1j are
identified. This is absurd since c1i and c1j cannot be identified by pi. Hence, since the argument of
this paragraph remains true by exchanging the roles of si and s1i, the outputs of si and s1i are in
correspondence and up to a reordering we can assume that the k-th output of si is attached with
the k-th output of s1i.
Moreover, since different connectors of Tg (resp. Tg1) cannot be identified by pi, there exists
an injective partial function σpi from t1, . . . , pu to t1, . . . , p1u such that for each i ď p, i1 ď p1, pi
identifies ci and c1i1 if and only if i P Dompσq and σpiq “ i1. With the same argument as a the
beginning of the proof, vertices of si for i ď p can only be identified with vertices s1i1 for i1 ď p1
with i P Dompσq and σpiq “ i1.
At last, a direct use of Lemma 3.18 implies that a vertex of t1 (resp. t11) cannot be identified
with a vertex of any c1i1 for any i1 “ 1, . . . ,m1 (resp. ci for any i “ 1, . . . ,m). With a small
abuse of notations, for each partial functions σ : t1, . . . , pu Ñ t1, . . . , p1u denote by t11,σ the graph
polynomial t11 where outputs are ordered in such a way in t1|t11,σ the outputs ci and c1i1 for i ă p
and i1 ă p1 are identified if σpiq “ i1, and are not identified if i R Dompσq of i1 R Impσq. The
conclusion so far is thatÿ
pis.t.σpi“σ
τ0
”
TGpi
`
Fpipt, t1q
˘ı “ 1pm´ p “ m1 ´ p1qτ“t1|t11,σ‰ˆ ź
i“1,...,m´p
τ
“
si`p|s1i`p1
‰
ˆ
ź
iďp
ciPDompσq
τ
“
si|s1σpiq
‰ ź
iďp
iRDompσq
τ rsi|1s
ź
i1ďp1
i1RImpσq
τ r1|s1i1s,
where 1 stands for the graph with no edges. But τ rsi|1s “ τ r1|s1i1s “ 0, thanks to Proposition 3.11.
Hence this sum is zero if p ‰ p1 and otherwise this is equivalent to consider σ as a permutation.
This yields the Lemma and conclude the proof.
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4 Canonical extension of non-commutative spaces into traf-
fic spaces
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.3. We define, for all ˚-probability space, a space
of traffics pB, τq such that A Ă B as ˚-algebras and such that the trace induced by τ restricted
to A is Φ. The first step is to give this construction at the algebraic level, which is the aim of
Section 4.1, where we also prove the second item of Theorem 1.3. Then we prove in Section 4.2
a version of Theorem 1.1 which yields the first item of Theorem 1.3. In Section 4.3, we prove the
positivity of the distribution of traffics we introduce now.
4.1 Definition and properties
Definition 4.1. Let A be an algebra. We denote by GpAq the G-algebra CGp2qxAy, quotiented by
the following relations: for all g P Gn, a1, . . . , an P A and P non-commutative polynomial in n
variables, we have
Zgp¨ P pa1,...,akqÐÝ ¨ b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q “ ZgpP p¨ a1Ð ¨, . . . , ¨ akÐ ¨q b ¨ ak`1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q (4.1)
which allows to consider the algebra homomorphism V : AÑ GpAq given by a ÞÑ p¨ aÐ ¨q.
The algebra GpAq is the free G-algebra generated by the algebra A in the following sense.
Proposition 4.2. Let B be a G-algebra and f : A Ñ B a algebra homomorphism. There exists
a unique G-algebra homomorphism f 1 : GpAq Ñ B such that f “ f 1 ˝ V . As a consequence, the
algebra homomorphism V : AÑ GpAq is injective.
Proof. The existence is given by the following definition of f 1 on GpAq:
f 1pZgp¨ a1ÐÝ ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ Zgpfpa1q b . . .b fpanqq
for all a1, . . . , an P A; which obviously respects the relation defining ˚jPJAj .
The uniqueness follows from the fact that f 1 is uniquely determined on V pAq (indeed, f 1paq
must be equal to fpbq whenever a “ V pbq) and that V pAq generates GpAq as a G-algebra.
For example, the free G-algebra generated by the variables x “ pxiqi P J and x˚ “ pxi˚ qi P J is
the G-algebra CGxx,x˚y of graphs whose edges are labelled by x and x˚.
For all 0-graph monomial T “ pG, γ,vq indexed by A, we say that T is a cactus whenever each
edge belongs exactly to one cycle of T . See figure 2. Equivalently, for all vertices v1 and v2 of G,
the two following equivalent statement are true:
• the minimum number of edges whose removal disconnect v1 and v2 is exactly 2;
• the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths from v1 to v2 is exactly 2.
Figure 2: A cactus whose cycle are oriented.
Definition 4.3. For all non-commutative probability space pA,Φq, we define the linear functional
τΦ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C by it injective trace τ0Φ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C given by:
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1. τ0ΦrCs “ κpa1, . . . , anq if C is an oriented cycle with edges labelled by a1, . . . , an, where κ
denotes the free cumulants defined in (2.5).
2. τ0ΦrT s “
ś
CPT τ0ΦrCs, if T is a cactus with oriented cycles, where the product is over all
cycles of T .
3. τ0ΦrT s “ 0, otherwise.
Proposition 4.4. The linear form Ψ : CGp2qxAy Ñ C given by Ψptq “ τΦp∆˜ptqq, where ∆˜ptq
is ∆ptq where the input and output are forgotten, is invariant under the relations (4.1) defining
GpAq, and consequently yields to an algebraic space of traffics pGpAq, τΦq. Furthermore, we have
Φ “ Ψ ˝ V , where ϕ is the canonical injective algebra homomorphism from A to GpAq.
Remark 4.5. Before proving the Proposition, let us underline the motivation to introduce the
distribution of traffics of Definition 4.3: it gives a parallel between the relation moments-free
cumulants of formula (2.5) and the relation trace-injective trace of (2.6). Let t be the graph
consisting in a simple cycle labeled a1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ aK along the orientation. One has
Φpa1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ aKq “ τ rts “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ rtpis “
ÿ
piPPpV q
s.t. tpi cactus
ź
c cycle of tpi
τ0rcs.
It can be seen that the partitions pi of the set of vertices for which tpi is a cactus are the Kreweras
dual of the non crossing partitions ν of the edges of the cycle, see figure 3. The cycles of the cactus
correspond to the blocks of ν, so that getting (2.5) from the above r.h.s. is a matter of change of
variables.
Figure 3: Left: A cycle of length nine, a non crossing partition ν of its edges (grey) and the
Kreweras complement pi (dotted) of ν. Right: the quotient of the cycle by pi.
Proof. Proving that Ψ is invariant under the relations (4.1) is equivalent to the prove the following:
for all 0-graph monomial g, with a slight abuse of notation, denoting Zgp¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . . b ¨ anÐ ¨q the
element of CGp0qxAy obtained by replacing the corresponding edges of g by the ai’s, one has
1. τΦpZgp¨ a1`αa2ÐÝ ¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . . b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ τΦpZgp¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . . b ¨ anÐ ¨qq ` ατΦpZgp¨ a2Ð
¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq,
2. τΦpZgp¨ 1AÐÝ ¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ τΦpZgp¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq,
3. τΦpZgp¨ a1a2ÐÝ ¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ τΦpZg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq, where g` is the
graph g where the first edge is replaced by two consecutive edges.
The first property is an immediate consequence of the linearity of the cumulants. Let us prove the
others properties at the level of the injective trace.
Lemma 4.6. Let a1, . . . , an P pA,Φq and pi be a partition of the vertices V of g. We denote by v0
the new vertex in g`. We have
1. τ0ΦpZgp¨ 1AÐ ¨b ¨ a3Ð ¨b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ τ0ΦpZgp¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq if the goal and the source
of ¨ 1AÐ ¨ are identified in g, and τ0ΦpZgp¨ 1AÐ ¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “ 0 if not;
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2. τ0ΦpZgp¨ a1a2Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpiq “
ř
σPPpVYtv0uq
σztv0u“pi
τ0ΦpZg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð ¨ b . . . ¨ anÐ ¨qσq.
This implies the proposition, since it gives
τΦpZgp¨ 1AÐÝ ¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0ΦpZgp¨ 1AÐÝ ¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpiq
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
the goal and the source of ¨ 1AÐÝ¨
are identified in g
τ0ΦpZgp¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpiq
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0ΦpZgp¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpiq
“τΦpZgp¨ b ¨ a1Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q,
and
τΦpZgp¨ a1a2Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qq “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0ΦpZgp¨ a1a2Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨qpiq
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
ÿ
σPPpVYtv0uq
σztv0u“pi
τ0ΦpZg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð ¨ b . . . ¨ anÐ ¨qσq
“
ÿ
σPPpV q
τ0ΦpZg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð ¨ b . . . ¨ anÐ ¨qσq
“ τΦpZg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð ¨ b . . . ¨ anÐ ¨qq.
Now, let a P A. We can write
ΨpV paqq “ Ψp¨ aÐ ¨q “ τΦpöaqq “ τ0Φpöaq “ κpaq “ Φpaq
which finishes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. The first item follows from the fact that a cumulant involving 1A is equal
to 0, except κp1Aq “ 1 (see [14, Proposition 11.15]). As a consequence, for any cactus Zgp¨ 1AÐÝ
¨b ¨ a3Ð ¨b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q on which τ0Φ is not vanishing, we can just remove the little cycle ö1A of the
cactus and it yields exactly Zgp¨ b ¨ a3Ð ¨ b . . .b ¨ anÐ ¨q.
Let us prove the second item. We denote Zgp¨ a1a2Ð ¨ b . . . b ¨ anÐ ¨q by T and Zg`p¨ a1Ð ¨ b ¨ a2Ð
¨ b . . . ¨ anÐ ¨q by T`. If Tpi is not a cactus, then the two side of the equation are equal to zero.
Assume that Tpi is a cactus. We denote by c the cycle of ¨ a1a2Ð ¨ in Tpi and a1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1 the
elements of the cycle c starting at a1a2.
Let us consider a partition σ P PpV Y tv0uq such that Tσ` is a cactus and pi “ σztv0u. Then,
we have two cases:
1. v0 is of degree 2 (this occurs for only one partition σ given by pi Y ttv0uu). Denoting by c`
the cycle of Tσ` which contains v0, we have c` “ pa2, b2, . . . , bk´1, a1q. The cycles of Tpi and
Tσ` different from c and c` are the same, and by consequence
τ0ΦrTpis{kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q “ τ0ΦrTσ`s{kpa2, b2, . . . , bk´1, a1q.
2. v0 is of degree ą 2. We denote by c1 the cycle of ¨ a2Ð ¨ in Tσ`, c2 the cycle of ¨ a1Ð ¨ in Tσ` (of
course, c1 and c2 are not equal, because if it is the case, Tpi would be disconnected, which is
not possible). The cycles of Tpi different from c are exactly the cycles of Tσ` different from c1
or c2. We have c1 “ pa2, b2, . . . , blq and c2 “ pbl`1, . . . , bk, a1q with l the place of the vertex
which is identified with v0 in Tσ`. By definition, we have
τ0ΦrTpis{kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q “ τ0ΦrTσ`s{pkpa2, b2, . . . , blq ¨ kpbl`1, . . . , bk, a1qq.
Conversely, for each vertex v1 in the cycle c, we are in the above situation for σ “ pi|v0»v1 .
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Finally, using [14, Theorem 11.12] for computing kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q, we can compute
τ0ΦrTpis “τ0ΦrTpis{kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q ¨ kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q
“τ0ΦrTpis{kpa1a2, b2, . . . , bk´1q
¨
˜
kpa2, b2, . . . , bk´1, a1q `
ÿ
1ďlďk
kpa2, b2, . . . , blq ¨ kpbl`1, . . . , bk, a1q
¸
“τ0ΦrTpiYttv0uu` s `
ÿ
σPPpVYtv0uqztpiYttv0uuu
σztv0u“pi
τ0ΦrTσ`s
“
ÿ
σPPpVYtv0uq
σztv0u“pi
τ0ΦpTσ`q.
Corollary 4.7. The algebras Cx¨ aÐ ¨ : a P Ay, Cx¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay and Cx Òa¨ : a P Ay are free in the
sense of Voiculescu in pCGp2qxAy, τΦq, or equivalently the algebras Cxa : a P Ay, Cxta : a P Ay and
Cxdegpaq : a P Ay are free in the sense of Voiculescu in pGpAq, τΦq).
Proof. We first prove that Cx¨ aÐ ¨ : a P Ay and Cx¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay are free. Let us consider 2n
elements c1, . . . , c2n alternatively in Cx¨ aÐ ¨ : a P Ay and Cx¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay such that τΦpc1q “
. . . “ τΦpc2nq “ 0. We want to prove that τΦp∆pc1 . . . c2nqq “ 0. Using Proposition 4.4 in order
to regroup consecutive edges which are oriented in the same direction, we can assume that the
c1is are written as ¨ aiÐ ¨ with ai P A such that Φpaiq “ 0, and ci and ci`1 not oriented in the
same direction. Consider now a partition pi such that τ0Φp∆pc1 . . . c2nqpiq ‰ 0. Then, take a leaf of
the oriented cactus ∆pc1 . . . c2nqpi. This leaf is a cycle of only one edge, because if not, the cycle
cannot be oriented, since two consecutive edges in ∆pc1 . . . c2nq are not oriented in the same way.
This produces a term τ0Φp∆pciqq “ 0 in the product τ0Φp∆pc1 . . . c2nqpiq, which leads at the end to
a vanishing contribution. Finally, τΦpc1 . . . c2nq “ 0 and we have the freeness wanted.
Now, let us prove that Cx Òa¨ : a P Ay is free from Cx¨ aÐ ¨, ¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay. By the same argument
as above, we can consider that we have a cycle ∆pc1 . . . cnq which consists in an alternating sequence
of c1is written as ¨ aiÐ ¨ with ai P A such that Φpaiq “ 0, ¨ aiÑ ¨ with ai P A such that Φpaiq “ 0,
and ci P Cx Òa¨ : a P Ay such that τΦpciq “ 0. We want to prove that τΦp∆pc1 . . . cnqq “ 0.
If there is no term ci P Cx Òa¨ : a P Ay, we are in the case of the previous paragraph. Let
us assume that there exists at least one such term, say c1. By linearity, we can consider that
the term c1 P Cx Òa¨ : a P Ay is written as Òb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ ´ τΦpÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ q, where Òb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ is some
vertex input/output from which start k edges labelled by b1, . . . , bk P A. Let us prove that
τΦp∆ppÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ qc2 . . . cnqq and τΦpÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ qτΦp∆pc2 . . . cnqq are equal, which implies by linearity
that τΦp∆pc1 . . . cnqq “ 0. Decomposing into injective trace, we are left to prove that for all
partition pi of the vertices of ∆ppÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ qc2 . . . cnq which do not respect the blocks pÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ q and
∆pc2 . . . cnq, τ0Φp∆ppÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ qc2 . . . cnqpiq “ 0. The same argument as previous paragraph works
again. If one of the vertex of pÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ q is identified by pi with one of the vertex of ∆pc2 . . . cnq,
and ∆ppÒb1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Òbk¨ qc2 . . . cnqpi is a cactus there exists a cycle not oriented or a leaf labelled by one
ai, which leads to a vanishing contribution.
We can now prove the second item of Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 4.8. Let pA,Φq be a non-commutative probability space pA,Φq. We define pGpAq, τΦq
as in Proposition 4.4. Two families a and b P A are freely independent in A if and only if they
are traffic independent in pGpAq, τΦq.
Proof. Let a and b P A be freely independent in A. The mixed cumulants of a and b vanish (see
[14, Theorem 1.16]). Definition 4.3 of τ0Φ implies in particular that, for all 0-graph monomial T
indexed by A, τ0ΦpT q “ 0 whenever the graph of color component of T is not a tree and is equal to
the product of τ0Φ applied on each color component in the other case. In other words, a and b are
traffic independent in pGpAq, τΦq.
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Now, let a and b P A be traffic independent in pGpAq, τΦq. We denote by Ψ the trace on GpAq
associated to τΦ. Lemma 3.12 says that, in order to prove that a and b are freely independent, it
suffices to prove that Ψp∆pa˚q∆paqq ´ |Ψpaq|2 “ 0 for our variables in a and b. We compute
Ψp∆pa˚q∆paqq ´ |Ψpaq|2 “ τΦ paüý a˚q ´ |τΦpöaq|2
“ τ0Φ paüý a˚q ´ |τ0Φpöaq|2 “ ΦpaqΦpa˚q ´ |Φpaq|2 “ 0,
which allows us to conclude.
4.2 Proof of the convergence of random matrices (Theorem 1.1)
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1 in the following more precise form.
Theorem 4.9. For all N ě 1, let XN “ pXjqjPJ be a family of random matrices in MN pCq
satisfying the hypothesises of Theorem 1.1. Let x “ pxjqjPJ be a family in some non-commutative
probability space pA,Φq which is the limit in ˚-distribution of XN . Let consider the algebraic space
of traffic pGpAq, τΦq Ą pA,Φq given by Proposition 4.4. Then XN converges in distribution of
traffics to x.
In other words, for all 0-graph polynomials t in CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy, we have
τXN rts ÝÑ
NÑ8 τxrts,
where τxrts is given by Definition 4.3 .
Let us first derive some consequences of this theorem. The first one is obtained as an application
of Corollary 4.7, and generalize a recent result of Mingo and Popa [12].
Corollary 4.10. For all family of random matrices XN satisfying the previous theorem, the family
XN , the family of the transposes tXN and the family of the degrees degpXN q are asymptotically
free .
Proposition 4.11. Let XN “ pXjqjPJ ,YM “ pYkqkPK be independent unitarily invariant families
of random matrices of size N and M respectively. Assume that XN and YM converge in ˚-
distribution as N,M goes to infinity. Then XN b YN “ pXj b YkqjPJ,kPK , seen as an element
of
`
MNM pCq,Er 1NMTrs
˘
, converges in distribution of traffics. Moreover, in the set of 0-graph
monomials T such that there exists a cycle visiting each edge once, the limiting distribution of
XN b YN has the form of the distribution in Definition 4.3. In particular the conclusion of
Corollary 4.10 for this family of matrices holds true, namely, XN bYN is asymptotically free from
XtN bYtN .
Proof. We index the entries of a matrix XbY P MNM pCq by pairs of indices i “ pi, i1q, j “ pj, j1q P
rN s ˆ rM s with the convention that the entry pX b Y qi,j is Xi,jYi1,j1 . Let T “ pV,E, j ˆ  P
CGp0qxJ ˆK ˆ t1, ˚uy. Then one has
τ0XNbYM rT s
“ 1
NM
ÿ
φ:VÑrNsˆrMs
injective
E
” ź
pv,wqPE
`
X
peq
jpeq b Y peqkpeq
˘
φpvq,φpwq
ı
“ 1
NM
ÿ
φ1:VÑrNs, φ2:VÑrMs
s.t.@v,wPV, @i‰jPt1,2u
φipvq“φjpwqñφjpvq‰φjpwq
E
” ź
pv,wqPE
`
X
peq
jpeq
˘
φ1pvq,φ1pwq
ı
ˆ E
” ź
pv,wqPE
pY peqkpeq
˘
φ2pvq,φ2pwq
ı
Denote by ΛT the set of pairs ppi1, pi2q P PpV q2 such that if two elements belong to a same block
of pii then they belong to different blocks of pij , i ‰ j P t1, 2u. Denote also by kerφi the partition
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of V such that v „kerφi w if and only if φipvq “ φipwq. Then we get
τ0XNbYM rT s “
1
NM
ÿ
ppi1,pi2qPΛT
ÿ
φ1:VÑrNs
s.t. kerφ1“φ1
E
” ź
pv,wqPE
`
X
peq
jpeq
˘
φ1pvq,φ1pwq
ı
ˆ
ÿ
φ2:VÑrMs
s.t. kerφ2“φ2
E
” ź
pv,wqPE
`
Y
peq
kpeq
˘
φ2pvq,φ2pwq
ı
“
ÿ
ppi1,pi2qPΛT
τ0N
“
Tpi1pXN q
‰ˆ τ0N “Tpi2pYN q‰. (4.2)
By Theorem 1.1 we get thatXNbYM converges in distribution of traffics. Moreover, the partitions
pi1, pi2 which contribute in the limit are those such that Tpi1 and Tpi2 are cacti with oriented cycles.
Recall that cacti are characterized by the fact that each edge belong exactly to one cycle. But for
a graph T 1 and partition pi1 of its vertices, the number of cycles an edge of T 1 belongs to can only
increase in the quotient graph pT 1qpi1 .
Hence we deduce that τ0XNbYM rT s does not vanishes at infinity only if each edge of T belongs
at most to one cycle. In particular, if there is a cycle visiting each edge of T once, then T must be
a cactus.
Assume from now on, that T is a cactus and let pi P Ppvq such that Tpi is a cactus. Then
denoting by pic the restriction of pi on a cycle c of T , pi is the smallest partition that contains the
blocks of the pic for any cycle c of T (otherwise there will exist an edge belonging to more than a
cycle of Tpi).
Moreover, given a pair ppi1, pi2q P PpV q2 such that Tpi1 and Tpi2 are cacti, one has ppi1, pi2q P ΛT if
and only if for each cycle c of T the partitions pi1,c, pi2,c restricted to c are such that ppi1,c, pi2,cq P Λc.
Since τ0
“
Tpi1pXN q
‰
and τ0
“
Tpi2pYN q
‰
are asymptotically multiplicative with respect to the cycles
of Tpi1 , Tpi2 , we get
τ0XNbYM rT s “
ź
c cycle ofT
ÿ
ppi1,pi2qPΛc
τ0N
“
cpi1pXN q
‰ˆ τ0N “cpi2pYN q‰` op1q. (4.3)
This proves the first part of the result. For the asymptotic freeness of the ensemble XN b YN
with its transpose it suffices to remark that the ˚-distribution of an ensemble depends only on the
distribution of traffics of this ensemble restricted to 0-graph monomials such that there is a cycle
visiting each edge once.
In the following three paragraphs, we respectively review some results about the free cumulants,
some results about the Weingarten function, and the links between those two objects in large
dimension.
The Weingarten function. To prove Theorem 4.9, we have to integrate polynomials against
the UpNq-Haar measure. Expressions for these integrals appeared in [16] and were first proven in
[3] and given in terms of a function on symmetric group called the Weingarten function. We recall
here its definition and some of its properties. For any n P N˚ and any permutation σ P Sn, let us
set
Ωn,N pσq “ N#σ,
where #σ is the number of cycles of σ. When n is fixed and N Ñ 8, N´nΩn,N Ñ δIdn . For any
pair of functions f, g : Sn Ñ C and pi P Sn, let us define the convolution product
f ‹ gpσq “
ÿ
piďσ
fppiqgppi´1σq,
Hence, for N large enough, Ωn,N is invertible in the algebra of function on Sn endowed with
convolution as a product. We denote by Wgn,N the unique function on Sn such that
Wgn,N ˚ Ωn,N “ Ωn,N ˚Wgn,N “ δIdn .
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Then, [3, Corollary 2.4] says that, for any indices i1, i11, j1, j11 . . . , in, i1n, jn, j1n P t1, . . . , Nu and
U “ `Upi, jq˘
i,j“1,...,N a Haar distributed random matrix on UpNq,
ErUpi1, j1q . . . Upin, jnqUpi11, j11q . . . Upi1n, j1nqs “
ÿ
α,βPSn
iαpkq“i1k,jβpkq“j1k
Wgn,N pαβ´1q. (4.4)
Free cumulants and the Möbius function µ. As explained in [2], it is equivalent to consider
lattices of non-crossing partitions or sets of permutations endowed with an appropriate distance.
For our purposes, it is more suitable to define the free cumulants using sets of permutations. Let
us endow Sn with the metric d, by setting for any α, β P Sn,
dpα, βq “ n´#pβα´1q,
where #pβα´1q is the number of cycles of βα´1. We endow the set Sn with the partial order given
by the relation σ1 ĺ σ2 if dpIdn, σ1q ` dpσ1, σ2q “ dpIdn, σ2q, or similarly if σ1 is on a geodesic
between Idn and σ2.
Given a state Φ : Cxxj , xj˚ yjPJ Ñ C, we define the free cumulants pκnqnPN recursively on
Cxxj , xj˚ yjPJ by the system of equations
Φpy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ynq “
ÿ
σďp1¨¨¨nq
ź
pc1...ckq
cycle of σ
κpyc1 , . . . , yckq, @y1, . . . , yn P Cxxj , xj˚ yjPJ . (4.5)
Let us fix y1, . . . , yn P Cxxj , xj˚ yjPJ and denote by respectively φ and k the functions from Sn to
C given by
φpαq “
ź
pc1...ckq
cycle of σ
Φpyc1 . . . yckq and kpαq “
ź
pc1...ckq
cycle of σ
κpyc1 , . . . , yckq,
which are such that φpp1 ¨ ¨ ¨nqq “ řpiďp1¨¨¨nq kppiq. In fact, we have more generally the relation
φpαq “
ÿ
piďσ
kppiq.
Note that φ “ k ‹ ζ, where ζ is identically equal to one. The identically one function ζ is invertible
for the convolution ‹ (see [2]), and its inverse µ is called Möbius function. It allows us to express
the free cumulants in terms of the trace:
k “ φ ‹ µ. (4.6)
Asymptotics of the Weingarten function. One can observe that, for any pair of functions
f, g : Sn Ñ C and pi P Sn,ÿ
piPSn
NdpIdn,σq´dpIdn,piq´dppi,σqfppiqgppi´1σq “ f ‹ gpσq ` op1q.
Defining the convolution ‹N as
f ‹N g “ NnΩ´1n,N ppN´nΩn,Nfq ˚ pN´nΩn,Ngqq “
ÿ
piPSn
NdpIdn,σq´dpIdn,piq´dppi,σqfppiqgppi´1σq,
it follows that ‹ is the limit of ‹N . Because Wgn,N is the inverse of Ωn,N for the convolution ˚,
we have pN2nΩ´1n,NWgn,N q ‹N ζ “ N´nΩn,N , from which we deduce that pN2nΩ´1n,NWgn,N q ‹ ζ “
δIdn ` op1q, or similarly that
N2nΩ´1n,NWgn,N “ µ` op1q.
More generally, if f, fN : Sn Ñ C are such that fN “ f ` op1q, then
NnΩ´1n,N ppΩn,NfN q ˚Wgn,N q “ pfN q ‹N pWgn,N q “ f ‹ µ` op1q. (4.7)
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Proof of Theorem 4.9. We can now prove Theorem 1.1. Let XN “ pXjqjPJ a family of unitary
invariant random matrices which converges in ˚-distribution, as N goes to infinity, to x “ pxjqjPJ
family of some noncommutative probability space pA,Φq. We extend pA,Φq to a space of traffics
pGpAq, τΦq. We fix a ˚-test graph T “ pV,E, j ˆ q P CGp0qxJ ˆ t1, ˚uy and prove that τXN rT s)
converges to τXrT s as N Ñ 8. By taking the real and the imaginary parts, we can assume that
the matrices of XN are Hermitian and so assume εpeq “ 1 for any e P E.
We consider a random unitary matrix U , distributed according to the Haar distribution, and
independent of XN . By assumption ZN :“ UXNU˚ P MN pCq has the same distribution as XN .
We denote respectively by e and e the origin vertex and the goal vertex of e. Then
τXN rT s “ 1N
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
E
«ź
ePE
Zγpeq
`
φpeq, φpeq˘ff
“ 1
N
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
ϕ,ϕ1:EÑrNs
E
«ź
ePE
U
`
φpeq, ϕpeq˘U`φpeq, ϕ1peq˘ffE«ź
ePE
Xγpeq
`
ϕpeq, ϕ1peq˘ff .
In the integration formula (4.4), the number n of occurrence of each term Upi, jq is the cardinality of
E and the sum over permutations of t1, . . . , nu is replaced by a sum over the set SE of permutations
of the edge set E. By identifying E with the set of integers t1, . . . , |E|u, we consider that Wgn,N
is defined on SE instead of Sn. Then, one has
τXN rT s “ 1N
ÿ
α,βPSE
Wgn,N pαβ´1q
ÿ
φ:VÑt1,...,Nu
ϕ,ϕ1:EÑt1,...,Nu
φpαpeqq“φpeq,ϕpβpeqq“ϕ1peq
E
«ź
ePE
Xγpeq
`
ϕpeq, ϕ1peq˘ff .
For any permutation α P SE , let pipαq be the smallest partition of V such that, for all e P E, e is
in the same block with αpeq. Summing over φ in the previous expression yields
τXN rT s “
ÿ
α,βPSE
N#pipαq´1Wgn,N pαβ´1q
ÿ
ϕ,ϕ1:EÑt1,...,Nu
ϕpβpeqq“ϕ1peq
E
«ź
ePE
Xγpeq
`
ϕpeq, ϕ1peq˘ff
“
ÿ
α,βPSE
N#pipαq´1Wgn,N pαβ´1qE
»——– ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of β
TrpXγpe1qXγpe2q . . . Xγpekqq
fiffiffifl
To conclude we will need the following
Lemma 4.12. i) For any permutation α P SE, #pipαq `#α ď #E ` 1 and the equality implies
that the graph of Tpipαq is an oriented cactus.
ii) The map
pi : tα : #pipαq `#α “ #E ` 1u ÝÑ tpi : the graph of Tpi is an oriented cactusu
is a bijection whose inverse γ is given, for all pi P PpV q such that Tpi is an oriented cactus, by the
permutation γppiq whose cycles are the biconnected components of Tpi.
Proof Lemma 4.12. i) Let α P SE . Let us define a connected graph Gα whose vertices are the
cycles of α all together with the blocks of pipαq, and whose edges are defined are follow. There is
an edge between a cycle c of α and a block b of pipαq if and only if there is an edge e of T such
that e P c and e P b. This way, the edges of Gα are in bijective correspondence with the edges of
T . Therefore, #pipαq `#α ď #E ` 1 with equality if and only Gα is a tree.
In fact, each cycle of α yields a cycle in Tpipαq, and in the case where Gα is a tree, there exist no
others cycles in Gα. By consequence, the biconnected component of Tpipαq are exactly the cycles
of α, and Tpipαq is therefore an oriented cactus.
ii) pi ˝ γ and γ ˝ pi are the identity functions: pi is one-to-one and its inverse is γ.
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For all α P SE , set
φN pαq “ N´#αE
»——– ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of σ
TrpXγpe1qXγpe2q . . . Xγpekqq
fiffiffifl
and
φpαq “
ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of σ
Φpxγpe1qxγpe2q . . . xγpekqq
in such a way that that φN “ φ` op1q. Let us fix α P SE . On one hand we have
N#pipαq`#α´#E´1 “ 1#pipαq`#α“#E`1 ` op1q.
On the other hand, according to (4.7), we have
ÿ
βPSE
N#E´#αWgn,N pαβ´1qE
»——– ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of β
TrpXγpe1qXγpe2q . . . Xγpekqq
fiffiffifl “ ppφN q ‹N Wgn,N qpαq
“ pφ ‹ µqpαq ` op1q.
It follows that
τXN pT q “
ÿ
αPSE
#pipαq`#α“#E`1
pφ ‹ µqpαq ` op1q.
From (4.6), we know that pφ ‹ µqpαq “ kpαq “ś pe1...ekq
cycle of α
κpxγpe1q, . . . , xγpekqq. Thanks to Lemma
4.12, we can now write
τXN pT q “
ÿ
piPPpV q
Tpi is an oriented cactus
ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of γppiq
κpxγpe1q, . . . , xγpekqq ` op1q
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
Tpi is an oriented cactus
ź
pe1...ekq
cycle of Tpi
κpxγpe1q, . . . , xγpekqq ` op1q
In order to pursue the computation, let t be the 0-graph monomial pV,E, λpeqq P CGp0qxGpAqy such
that λpeq “ xγpeq. By Definition 4.3, we get
τXN pT q “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0Φrtpis ` op1q
“ τΦrts ` op1q
“ τxrT s ` op1q
so that τXN pT q converges towards the expected limit.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 1.3
Let pA,Φq be a non-commutative probability space pA,Φq. We define pGpAq, τΦq as in Proposi-
tion 4.4, in such a way that pA,Φq Ă pGpAq,Ψq if Ψ denote the trace induced by τΦ. To prove the
full statement of Theorem 1.3, it remains to prove that τΦ satisfies the positivity condition (2.2)
and the two following items:
• If AN is a sequence of random matrices that converges in ˚-distribution to a P A as N tends
to 8 and verifies the condition of Theorem 1.1, then AN converges in distribution of traffics
to a P GpAq as N tends to 8 (already proved in Theorem 4.9).
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• Two families a and b P A are freely independent inA if and only if they are traffic independent
in GpAq.
In other words, it remains to prove Theorem 4.13 and Proposition 4.8 below.
Theorem 4.13. For all non-commutative probability space pA,Φq, the linear functional τΦ :
CGp0qxAy Ñ C given by Definition 4.3 satisfies the positivity condition (2.2).
Proof. In the four steps of the proof, we will prove successively that τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ ě 0 for all t “řL
i“1 αiti a n-graph polynomial such that
1. the ti are 2-graph monomials without cycles and the leaves are outputs, that is chains of
edges with possibly different orientations;
2. the ti are trees whose leaves are the outputs;
3. the ti are such that ti|ti˚ have no cutting edges (see definition below);
4. the ti are n-graph monomials.
In the different steps, we will use those two direct corollaries of Menger’s theorem.
Theorem 4.14 (Menger’s theorem [11]). Let T be a graph and v1 and v2 two distinct vertices.
Then the minimum number of edges whose removal disconnect v1 and v2 is equal to the maximum
number of edge-disjoint paths from v1 to v2 (i.e. sharing no edges out of the vk’s).
A cutting edge of a graph T is an edge whose removal disconnects T . A graph T is two edge
connected (t.e.c.) if it has no cutting edge.
Corollary 4.15. Let T be a graph which is t.e.c. and two distinct vertices v1 and v2. Then, there
exists two edge-disjoint simple paths between v1 and v2.
Corollary 4.16. Let T be a graph such that there exist two distinct vertices v1 and v2, and three
edge-disjoint simple paths γ1, γ2 and γ3 between v1 and v2. Then, T is not a cactus.
Step 1 Proposition 4.4 shows the positivity if all the ti’s consist in chains of edges all oriented
in the same direction. Indeed, we can write ti “ ¨ aiÐ ¨ for all i (or ti “ ¨ aiÑ ¨ for all i) and so, we
get
τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ “ τΦ“ Lÿ
i,j“1
αiα¯jtitj˚
‰ “ Φp Lÿ
i,j“1
αiα¯jaiaj˚ q ě 0.
We deduce that the trace Ψ induced by τΦ is positive on the algebras Cx¨ aÐ ¨ : a P Ay and
Cx¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay. From Corollary 4.7, we also know that Ψ is also positive on the mixed algebra
pCx¨ aÐ ¨, ¨ aÑ ¨ : a P Ay, τΦq (the free product of positive trace is positive [14, Lecture 6]). Finally,
if the ti’s consist in chains of edges indexed by element of A, we know that
τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ “ Ψ“ Lÿ
i,j“1
αiα¯jtitj˚
‰ ě 0.
Step 2 Assume that the ti’s are trees whose leaves are the outputs. Let us prove by induction
on the number D of all edges of the ti’s that we have τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ ě 0.
If the number of edges of the ti’s is 0, we have τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ “ ři,j αiαj˚ ě 0. We suppose that
D ě 1 and that this result is true whenever the number of edges of the ti’s is less than D ´ 1.
We can remove one edge in the following way. Let us choose one leaf v of one of the t1is which
has at least one edge. It is an output and for each tree ti we denote by vpiq the first node (or
distinct leaf if there is no node) of the tree of ti encountered by starting from this output v, and
by tpiq the branch of ti between this output v and vpiq. Of course, vpiq can be equal to v and tpiq
can be trivial, but there is at least one of the tpiq’s which is not trivial. Denote by t˘i the n-graph
obtained from ti after discarding the tpiq’s, and whose output v is replaced by vpiq. We claim that
τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ “ τΦ“t|t˚‰ˆ τΦ“t˘i|t˘j˚ ‰.
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Firstly, we can identify the pairs vpiq and vpjq in the computation of the left hand-side. Indeed, we
write τΦ
“
ti|tj˚
‰ “ řpi τ0Φ“pti|tj˚ qpi‰, and consider a term in the sum for which pi does not identify
vpiq and vpjq. Because t˘i|t˘j˚ is t.e.c., there exists two disjoints paths between vpiq and vpjq. But
because tpiq|tpjq˚ contains a third distinct path, by Corollary 4.16 pi cannot be a cactus if it does
not identify vpiq and vpjq and so τ0Φ
“pti|tj˚ qpi‰ is zero.
Consider a term in the sum
ř
pi τ
0
Φ
“pti|tj˚ qpi‰ for which pi identifies the pairs vpiq, vpjq. Assume
that a vertex v1 of t˘i|t˘j˚ is identified with a vertex v2 which is not in t˘i|t˘j˚ . Assume that pi does not
identify vpiq with v1 and v2. Because t˘i|t˘j˚ is t.e.c. there exists two distinct paths between v1 and
vpiq out of τΦ
“
tpiq|tpjq˚‰. But there exists also a path between v2 and vpiq in tpiq|tpjq˚. By Corollary
4.16, we get that pti|tj˚ qpi is not a cactus and so τ0Φ
“pti|tj˚ qpi‰ is zero.
Hence, to determine which vertices of t˘i|t˘j˚ are identified with some vertices of tpiq|tpjq˚, one can
first determine which vertices of t˘i|t˘j˚ are identifies with vpiq “ vpjq and which vertices of tpiq|tpjq˚
are identified with this vertex. Hence the sum over pi partition of the set of vertices of ti|tj˚ can be
reduced to a sum over pi1 partition of the set of vertices of t˘i|t˘j˚ and a sum over pi2 partition of the
set of vertices of the graph tpiq|tpjq˚. Moreover, by definition of τΦ, for two 0-graph monomials T1
and T2, if T is obtained by considering the disjoint union of T1 and T2 and merging one of their
vertices, one has τ0ΦrT s “ τ0ΦrT1s ˆ τ0ΦrT2s. Hence, the contribution of t˘i|t˘j˚ factorizes in τΦ
“
t˘i|t˘j˚
‰
and the contribution of tpiq|tpjq˚ factorizes in τΦ
“
tpiq|tpjq˚‰, and we get the expected result.
From Step 1, we know that A “ `τΦ“tpiq|tpjq˚‰˘i,j is nonnegative. By induction hypothesis,
we know that B “ `τΦ“t˘i|t˘j˚ ‰˘i,j is also nonnegative. We obtain as desired that the Hadamard
product of A and B is nonnegative ([14, Lemma 6.11]) and in particular, for all αi, we haveÿ
i,j
αiα¯jτΦ
“
ti|tj˚
‰ ě 0.
Step 3 Let us prove that, for all ti such that ti|ti˚ have no cutting edges, we have τΦ
“
t|t˚‰ ě 0.
For a graph T , let call t.e.c. components the maximal subgraphs of T with no cutting edges.
The tree of t.e.c. of T is the graph whose vertices are the t.e.c. components of T and whose edges
are the cutting edges of T . First of all, our condition is equivalent to the condition that, for each
ti, any leaf of the tree of the t.e.c. components of ti is a component containing an output. Here
again, we can proceed by induction. Let D be the total number of t.e.c. components of the ti’s
which do not consists in a single vertex.
If D “ 0, we are in the case of the previous step. Let us assume that D ą 0 and that the
result is true up to the case D´ 1. We can remove one t.e.c. in the following way. Let us choose a
t.e.c. component tpkq which is not a single vertex of a certain n-graph monomial tk, for some k in
t1, . . . , Lu. We consider tpkq as a multi ˚-graph monomial, where the outputs are the vertices which
are attached to cutting edges. Let t˘k be the n-graph monomial obtained from tk by replacing the
component tpkq by one single vertex. We define also for i ‰ k the ˚-graph monomial tpiq to be the
trivial leaf and set t˘i “ ti. We claim that
τΦ
“
T pti, tj˚ q
‰ “ τΦ“T pt˘i, t˘j˚ q‰ˆ τΦ“tpiq‰ˆ τΦ“tpjq˚‰
(of course, this equality is nontrivial only if we consider i “ k or j “ k).
Firstly, the outputs of tpiq can be identified. Indeed, consider v1, v2 two distinct ouputs of tpiq.
Writing τΦ
“
ti|tj˚
‰ “ řpi τ0Φ“pti|tj˚ qpi‰, consider a term in the sum for which pi does not identify
v1 and v2. Since tpiq is t.e.c. there exist two distinct simple paths γ1 and γ2 between v1 and v2.
Consider a path from v2 to v1 that does not visit tpiq in ti|tj˚ . Such a path exists as v1 and v2 belong
to two subtrees of ti that are attached to outputs of ti, themselves being attached to the connected
graph tj˚ . The quotient by pi yields three distinct paths γ between v1 and v2 in pti|tj˚ qpi which
implies that pti|tj˚ qpi is not a cactus by Corollary 4.16. Hence, by definition of τΦ, τ0Φ
“pti|tj˚ qpi‰ is
zero. Thus, when we write τΦ
“pti|tj˚ q‰ “ řpi τ0Φ“pti|tj˚ qpi‰ we can restrict the sum over the partition
pi that identify v1 and v2, therefore, we can replace ti by the graph t˜i where we have identify v1
and v2. Hence we have τΦ
“
ti|tj˚
‰ “ τΦ“t˜i|t˜j˚ ‰.
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Let us write τΦ
“
t˜i|t˜j˚
‰ “ řpi τ0Φ“pt˜i|t˜j˚ qpi‰. Let pi be as in the sum. Assume that a vertex v1 of
tpiq is identified by pi with a vertex v2 which is not in tpiq. Assume that pi does not identify wpiq
with v1 and v2. Since tpiq is t.e.c. there exist two distinct paths between v1 and wpiq in tpiq. But t˘i
is connected and there exists a third path between v2 and wpiq. As usual this implies that pt˜i|t˜j˚ qpi
is not a cactus and so τ0Φ
“pt˜i|t˜j˚ qpi‰ is zero.
Hence, to determine which vertices of tpiq are identified with some vertices out of tpiq, one
can first determine which vertices of tpiq are identifies with wpiq and which vertices out of tpiq are
identified with this vertex. Thus the sum over pi partition of the set of vertices of t˜i|t˜j˚ can be
reduced to a sum over pi1 partition of the set of vertices of tpiq and a sum over pi2 partition of the
set of vertices of the graph with tpiq removed. Moreover, by definition of τΦ, for two ˚ test graphs
T1 and T2, if T is obtained by considering the disjoint union of T1 and T2 and merging one of
their vertices, one has τ0ΦrT s “ τ0ΦrT1s ˆ τ0ΦrT2s. Hence, the contribution of T pti, tj˚ q factorizes in
τΦ
“
T pt˘i, tj˚ q
‰
and the contribution of tpiq factorizes in τΦ
“
tpiq
‰
. We can do the same factorization
for the n-graph monomial tj˚ , and we get the expected result.
Now, setting βi “ αiτ
“
tpiq
‰
, we have
τΦ
“
T pt, t˚q‰ “ÿ
i,j
βiβ¯jτΦ
“
T pt˘i, t˘j˚ q
‰
which is nonnegative thanks to the induction hypothesis.
Step 4 We are not able to prove the positivity in general case so we prove it in an indirect way
using the positivity of the free product proves in Theorem 1.2. To bypass this difficultly, we define
an auxiliary distribution of traffic τ˜ which is defined to be equal to τΦ on the 0-graph monomials
without cutting edges and equal to 0 on the 0-graph monomials with cutting edges. For ti’s some
n-graph monomials and t “ ři αiti, we have
τ˜
“
t|t˚‰ “ÿ
i,j
αiα¯j τ˜
“
ti|tj˚
‰ “ ÿ
i,j
ti|t˚i , tj |t˚j
without cutting edges
αiα¯j τ˜
“
ti|tj˚
‰ “ ÿ
i,j
ti|t˚i , tj |t˚j
without cutting edges
αiα¯jτΦ
“
ti|tj˚
‰ ě 0
using the result of the previous step.
Therefore, τ˜ : CGp0qxAy Ñ C is positive.
Let us consider the Haar unitary traffic distribution τu : CGp0qxu, u˚y Ñ C, already mentionned
in [8], and which is the (positive) limit of a random matrix distributed according to the Haar
measure on the unitary group UpNq, and which is well-defined thanks to Theorem 4.9. We do not
need the precise form of τu. Let us just says the following: u is unitary as a limit of unitaries,
which means that u “ u˚, and Theorem 4.9 implies that τu is in the form of Definition 4.3,
that is to say supported on oriented cacti (see [8] for a precise formula). The traffic free product
pτ˜ ‹ τuq : CGp0qxAY tu, u˚uy Ñ C is satisfies the positivity condition thanks to Theorem 1.2.
For any ˚-graph test T in CGp0qxAy, we define uTu˚ as the ˚-graph test in CGp0qxAY tu, u˚uy
obtained from T by replacing each edge aÝÑ by uÝÑ aÝÑ u˚ÝÑ. We claim that
τΦ
“
T
‰ “ pτ˜ ‹ τuq“uTu˚‰, (4.8)
which implies of course the positivity of τΦ because pτ˜ ‹ τuq is positive as a traffic independent
product of positive distribution.
By definition, there is a natural correspondence between the vertices of uTu˚, and V \V1\V2,
where V are the vertices of T and V1 and V2 are two copies of the edges E of T . Indeed, each
edge of T adds two vertices in uTu˚ (one at the beginning and one at the end), and we can denote
by V1 the vertices which appear at the beginning of an edge of T , and by V2 the vertices which
appear at the end of an edge of T . Moreover, there is a natural correspondence between the edges
of uTu˚, and E \E1 \E2. Indeed, each edge of T adds two edges in uTu˚ (one at the beginning
and one at the end), and we can denote by E1 the edges with appears at the beginning of an edge
of T , and by E2 the edges which appears at the end of an edge of T .
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Let us denote by σ the partition which is composed of |V | blocks, each one containing one
vertex v P V and all its adjacent vertices of V1 \ V2. For any partition pi P PpV \ V1 \ V2q which
is greater than σ, let us set pi|V P PpV q the restriction of the partition pi to the set V .
Les us fix T P CGp0qxAy and write
pτ˜ ‹ τuq
“
uTu˚
‰ “ ÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
ÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
ppi1_σq|V “pi
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q.
We claim that
Lemma 4.17. 1. For all pi1 P PpV \V1\V2q such that puTu˚qpi1 is not an oriented cactus, we
have pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ 0.
2. For all pi P PpV q, we have ÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
ppi1_σq|V “pi
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ τ0Φ
“
Tpi
‰
.
Proof. 1. If puTu˚qpi1 is not a cactus, either puTu˚qpi1 has a cut edge, or puTu˚qpi1 has three
edge-disjoint simple paths γ1, γ2 and γ3 between two distinct vertices v1 and v2. First of
all, assume that puTu˚qpi1 has a cut edge indexed by u or u˚, then it is also a cut edge in
its colored component when puTu˚qpi1 is decomposed according to the traffic freeness, and
so pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q vanishes because of the vanishing of the injective traffic distribution
of u. Let us assume now that puTu˚qpi1 has a cut edge indexed by an element of A, then it
cuts puTu˚qpi1 into two component, each one containing an odd number of tu, u˚u. Because
of the traffic independence condition, it implies that there exists in the product an injective
trace which contains an odd numbers of tu, u˚u, which is by consequence equal to 0.
Let us assume now that puTu˚qpi1 has no cut edge but has three edge-disjoint simple paths
γ1, γ2 and γ3 between two distinct vertices v1 and v2. If v1 and v2 are in a same colored
component of puTu˚qpi1 , we can assume that the edge-disjoint simple paths γ1, γ2 and γ3 are
also in this colored component, erasing each excursion which go outside of this component,
and consequently, pτ˜ ‹τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q vanishes because of the vanishing of the injective traffic
distribution of τ˜ and of τu on 2-edge connected graph which are not cactus. If v1 and v2
are not in a same colored component of puTu˚qpi1 , we can replace v2 by the vertex v12 in the
colored component of v1 that each simple path from v1 to v2 has to visit, due to the tree
condition. We can also replace γ1, γ2 and γ3 by edge-disjoint simple paths γ11, γ12 and γ13
which are also in this colored component, erasing each excursion which go outside of this
component, and stopping at the first visit of v12. We see at the end that there exists three
edge-disjoint simple paths γ11, γ12 and γ13 between two distinct vertices v11 and v12 inside a
colored component of puTu˚qpi1 and consequently, pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q vanishes because of
the vanishing of the injective traffic distribution of τ˜ and of τu on 2-edge connected graph
which are not cactus.
Finally, let us assume that puTu˚qpi1 is a cactus, but not oriented. Then, there exists two con-
secutive edges in the same cycle of puTu˚qpi1 which are not oriented. Then pτ˜ ‹τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q
vanishes because of the vanishing of the injective traffic distribution of τ˜ and of τu on cactus
which are not oriented.
2. First of all, let us prove that, if Tpi is not a cactus, thenÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
ppi1_σq|V “pi
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ 0p“ τ0Φ
“
Tpi
‰q. (4.9)
Assume that Tpi is not a cactus. Either Tpi has a cut edge, or Tpi has three edge-disjoint
simple paths γ1, γ2 and γ3 between two distinct vertices v1 and v2. If e P E a cut edge of Tpi,
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for all pi1 P PpV \V1\V2q such that ppi1_σq|V “ pi, e seen as an edge of puTu˚qpi1 is also a cut
edge, which means that pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ 0 thanks to the first item. In the case where
there exist three edge-disjoint simple paths γ1, γ2 and γ3 between two distinct vertices v1 and
v2 of Tpi, it leads to three simple paths γ11, γ12 and γ13 in puTu˚qpi1 between two distinct vertices
v1 and v2 of Tpi which does not share any edges in E (they can share edges in E1 or E2).
Of course, because v1 and v2 are distinct in Tpi, they are not in the same colored component
of puTu˚qpi1 when decomposed according to the traffic independence condition into a tree
of colored component. It means that the γ11, γ12 and γ13 go trough all colored component of
puTu˚qpi1 between v1 and v2, and in particular, there is a component of puTu˚qpi1 colored
by elements of A with three edge-disjoint simple paths β1, β2 and β3 between two distinct
vertices, and because of the first item, it leads also to pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ 0. Finally, we
have (4.9).
Thus we can assume that Tpi is a cactus. For all pi1 P PpV \V1\V2q such that ppi1_σq|V “ pi,
the graph Tpi is the graph puTu˚qpi1 where all edges labelled by u or u˚ are removed. So, if
one of the cycle of Tpi is unoriented, it comes from an unoriented cycle of puTu˚qpi1 , which
means that pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ 0 because of the first item. By consequence, we can also
assume that Tpi is an oriented cactus.
Let us consider pi1 such that puTu˚qpi1 is an oriented cactus. The computation of ppi1 _ σq
consists in contracting all edges labelled by u and u˚, or equivalently contracting every colored
component indexed by u and u˚ in one vertex. Because puTu˚qpi1 is a cactus, this contraction
doesn’t change the cycles of puTu˚qpi1 which are indexed by elements of A. In other words,
the cycles indexed by elements of A of puTu˚qpi1 and puTu˚qpi1_σ are the same. But the
cycles indexed by elements of A of puTu˚qpi1_σ are exactly those of T ppi1_σq|V . Finally, if
ppi1_σq|V “ pi, the cycles of puTu˚qpi1 indexed by elements of A are those of Tpi, and we have
pτ˜‹τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “ τ˜0pTpiq¨
ź
component c of puTu˚qpi1
indexed by u,u˚
τ0upcq “ τ0ΦpTpiq¨
ź
component c of puTu˚qpi1
indexed byu,u˚
τ0upcq.
We are left to prove that ÿ
pi1PSpi
ź
component c of puTu˚qpi1
indexed by u,u˚
τ0upcq “ 1,
where Spi “ tpi1 P PpV \V1\V2q : ppi1_σq|V “ pi, pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q ‰ 0u. Here is the good
news: there exists a lower bound of Spi, that we will denote by Π, and which will allows us
(with forthcoming justifications) to write:ÿ
pi1PSpi
ź
component c of puTu˚qpi1
indexed by u,u˚
τ0upcq “
ź
component c of puTu˚qΠ
indexed by u,u˚
τupcq “ 1.
The partition Π P PpV \ V1 \ V2q is the lower partition such that if e and e1 are two
consecutive edges of a cycle of Tpi (oriented eÝÑ e1ÝÑ), then the source of e1 and the goal of
e viewed as edges of uTu˚ are in the same block. Remark that Π is not necessary a cactus,
and consequently, not necessary in Spi. However, for all pi1 P Spi, we have Π ĺ pi1. Indeed,
because we proved that the cycles of puTu˚qpi1 indexed by A are those of Tpi, the source of
e1 and the goal of e must be identified in pi1.
Π consists in the cycles of Tpi linked by some nontrivial components labelled by u and u˚.
Of course, an identification of two vertices in two different colored component labelled by
u and u˚ would modify the traffic independence condition, and as a consequence, we know
that every pi1 P Spi is obtained by a collection of separate identification in each u-colored
component of Π which transform it into an oriented cactus. Adding all the other vanishing
terms (the identifications which do not lead to a cactus), we see thatÿ
pi1PSpi
ź
component c of puTu˚qpi1
indexed by u,u˚
τ0upcq “
ź
component c of puTu˚qΠ
indexed by u,u˚
ÿ
cĺc1
τ0upc1q “
ź
component c of puTu˚qΠ
indexed by u,u˚
τupcq,
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(where the sum c ĺ c1 is the sum over cpi1 with pi1 an identification of the vertices of c).
It suffices to conclude to prove that τupcq “ 1 for every u-colored component c of puTu˚qΠ.
This fact comes from the particular structure of c: it is a graph whose edges are of the form
uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ. Indeed, each u˚ in c comes from some local structure uÝÑ eÝÑ u˚ÝÑ of uTu˚, and if we
consider the consecutive edge e1 of e in the cycle of Tpi, we know that the source of e1 and the
goal of e are identified in puTu˚qΠ, which means also that the source of u˚ in uÝÑ eÝÑ u˚ÝÑ is
identified with the goal of u in uÝÑ e1ÝÑ u˚ÝÑ, and leads to a local structure uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ in c (with
no other identifications for the vertex in the middle of uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ). Similarly, each u in c can
be seen in a local structure uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ in c (with no other identifications for the vertex in the
middle of uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ).
Finally, every u-colored component c of puTu˚qΠ is composed of a graph whose edges are
uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ, and it is of public notoriety that it implies that τupcq “ 1 (use once again Propo-
sition 4.4 to replace each occurence of uÝÑ u˚ÝÑ by u˚uÝÑ“ 1ÝÑ, and finally by ¨, which leads to
τupcq “ τup¨q “ 1).
This lemma allows us to conclude the proof, since
pτ˜ ‹ τuq
“
uTu˚
‰ “ ÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
ÿ
pi1PPpV\V1\V2q
ppi1_σq|V “pi
pτ˜ ‹ τuq0ppuTu˚qpi1q “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0Φ
“
Tpi
‰ “ τΦ“T ‰.
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